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TOWARD AN INVENTORY OF 

PHILIPPINE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS1 

by 

E. Arsenio Manuel 

The obscurity into which many museum collections lapse as if it were their 
natural Jot to be forgotten may perhaps be ascribed mainly to the lack of financial 
support, indifference or neglect which museum administrators are heir to in making 
catalogues of their collections available in prir.t. A sizable assemblage of musical 
instruments collected in the course of years from different ethnic groups in the Phil
ippines and stored in the Field Museum of Natural History (FMNH) appears to be 
so fated. This FMNH material, which will be presented in this paper, is practically 
unknown even to anthropologists, oceanists, orientalists and Filipinists. Otherwise, 
Walter Kaudern could have made use of the collection for comparative purposes 
in his Musical Instruments in Celebes (1972), where he cited only three sources 
for Philippine musical jnstruments in his bibliography; or Norberto Romualdez 
could have made reference to this comparatively rich assemblage in a review of 
the literature and material in his Filipino Musical Instruments and Airs of Long 
Ago {1932), the only work of its kind on the subject. 2 Perhaps it was excusable 
for these two authorities not to be aware of the existence of the FMNH collec
tion of Philippine musical instruments due to its distance; and Harold C. Conklin 
did not perhaps have a need for i~ in his background study of Hanunoo music,3 
but it is surprising that the staff members of the Philippine Studies Pro-
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gram in the University of Chicago did not avail themselves of this treasure 
house in preparing the article on "Music" in the Area Handbook of the 
Philippines (1955)4 when the FMNH is literally just a stone's throw ·from the uni
versity grounds. With the exception of Fay-Cooper Cole, who did a great deal of 
legwork collecting and writing, there is practically no indication of the presence 
of any collection of Philippine musical instruments in the FMNH; and even in this 
instance, no direct reference is made that the specimens reproduced as illustrations 
in his monographs (1913, 1922, 1956) are to be found there. There is no student, 
therefore, before or after World War II known to have made use of this rich collec
tion, either fully or partially. 

There is, therefore, a need at present to make known the existence of the 
FMNH collection by itemizing the types of musical instruments and identifying the 
ethnic groups represented. Through this, an assessment will be attempted for two 
purposes: one, to classify the types of musical instruments according to its ethno
linguistic groupings and, two, to discover the typological completeness of the 
collection. It should be stated at the outset that this assessment could only be 
achieved in a limited way, under the present circumstances, by research into the 
scattered and available printed literature. Field and museum work is postponed 
for the time being until a project like this could receive adequate financial sup· 
port. It is, of course, needless to stress the urgency and importance of undertaking 
such a study soon, for, as in other aspects of Filipino culture, the efficient accul" 
turative forces at work in the country today will soon leave a telling blow to all 
efforts of students and museum officials in making complete or exhaustive collec
tions. 

This paper, therefore, is mainfy distributional and typographical. It does 
not intend to go into such matters as the manufacture of the instruments, the 
manner of playing them, the myths and customs related to them or the place 
and function of music in the various cultures having the instruments. In the first 
place, the FMNH catalogues do not describe such matters and, even if there are stray 
bits of information, these are too superficial and meager to warrant a review since 
those details could have been recorded by the original collectors themselves at the 
time and place of collecting a long time ago. As it is now, these musical instruments 
are like fish out of water, out of their cultural context. It would take other field 
workers to cover the same areas, unavoidedly under different or changed cultural 
environments; hence, it would be quite a demanding task to reconstruct the socio
cultural milieu of 1906-1909 for each ethnic group, a more ideal period than 
what otherwise obtains at the present time for studies of this nature. It is super
fluous to point out that the nature of the work demands fieldwork rather than a 
vicarious research in libraries, but until such assistance is forthcoming not much can 
be done. 

Before going into the subject any farther, the areas or ethnolinguistic groups 
from which collecting work was made, the names of the collectors and the period 
or year of collecting as noted down in the FMNH records are presented below.ln 
the following table, except for the first, the Negrito group, the listing of ethnic 
groups has been arranged in a north-south axis. In the discvssion to follow, the 
same arrangement will be observed. 
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Area or 
Ethnolinguistic Group Collector Date 

1. Negrito, Bataan trade, no date no date 
2. Apayaw trade no date 
3. Tinguian F.C.Cole 1907-1908 
4. Balbalasang Tinguian S.C. Simms 1906 
5. Kalinga F.C.Cole 1907-1908 
6. Bontoc S.C. Simms 1906 
7. Bauko (Lepanto-Bontoc} F.C. Cole 1907-1908 
8. Sagada (Lepanto-Bontoc) S.C. Simms 1906 
9. Amburayan (Bakun-Kayapa) S.C. Simms 1906,1909 

10. lfugao S.C. Simms 1909 
11. Benguet lgorot S.C. Simms 1906 
12. llongot William jones 1908-1909 
13. Mangy an Fletcher Gardner no date 
14. Batak, Palawan F.C.Cole 1907-1908 
15. Tagbanwa · " " 
16. Bukidnon " " 
17. Kulaman Manobo " " 
18. Bilaan " .. 
19. Bagobo " 

, 

20. Mandaya 
, , 

21. Divavaoan " " 
22. Moro (Lanao) David Hamm 1956 
23. Moro (Zamboanga) PS. Porter no date 

There are remarkable patterns of collecting revealed by this summary of the 
areas covered, the activities of the individual collectors and the period in which 
the legwork was done. The above data reveal the orientation of museum policies, 
such as (1) the confinement of collecting activities to Pagan and Muslim groups; 
(2) the main dependence upon official collectors for the gathering of materials, 
for example on the R.F. Cummings Expedition, in which S.C. Simms and F.C. 
Cole served; and {3) the shortness and discontinuity of the collecting period, 
1906-09 (Oavid Hamm·s contribution was an accidental donation of one instru
ment). Hereafter, the FMNH showed no more interest in collecting musical mstru
ments in the Philippines. 

It is not the purpose of this paper to go into the basic motives for this in
ferred orientation except to confirm the obvious - the common charge that mu
seums appear to be usually interested only in the unique or the bizarre which the 
collector ordinarily finds among wild or primitive peoples, a tendency that is not-
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able among antiquarians and colonial museum officials of the 19th and 20th cen
turies. The neglect made of the materials available among the Christian groups 
seems without justification in view of the widely held holistic concept in anthro
pology of covering or studying entire cultures. The trust or distrust which museum 
authorities place on private collecting is also implicit from the above summary in 
view of the stray bits of specimen that have filtered in from private donors, which 
may reveal a reasonable museum policy. But the discontinuity of collecting acti
vity after the first decade of the American regime in the Philippines is rather diffi
cult to understand. The impression this gives rise to is that there was nothing more 
to be done in this field or that the culture areas had already been so thoroughly 
combed so as not to need another rummage. If there had been a continuity in collect
ing activity, there is no doubt that the assemblage of Philippine musical instruments 
in the FMNH would have been the richest in the world.5 Nevertheless, even at this 
date, the collection is already a unique one and would clearly be indispensable in 
any serious study on the subject. 

An Assessment of the FMNH Collection of Philippine 
· Musical Instruments 

A brief explanation is in order with respect to the method used in making this 
checklist and study possible. In this sec!ion, an inventory of the musical instru
ments is made first for each ethnolinguistic group represented in the collection. 
There are two records in the FMNH available for this purpose, one being on type
written cards filed in cabinet trays and the other, in manuscript catalogues 
in the form of bound books. As the card catalogue consolidates the Philippine hold
ings more conveniently than the scattered registers in the book catalogues, the for
mer was depended upon as a general rule. After the Negrito group, the arrangement in 
this paper is geographically oriented from northern to southern Philippines, that is 

from northern Luzon down to Zamboanga in Mindanao. That done, evaluation is 
made by checking on printed sources to discover what instruments are not repre
sented in the FMNH collection. This approach has certain limitations, among which 
is the dependability that one must put on such sources where thoroughness of 
treatment is usually lacking. 

In urder to render the work more useful, pertinent descriptive material when
ever available has been added whenever sources for such may be consulted. Referen
ces to attested photographic reproduction of the collected instruments and other 
illustrations, whenever found, are also pointed out. The present work, in a way, 
have rendered unnecessary for the time being the task of making sketches of the 
instruments which are otherwise invaluable in this kind of work. 

I. Negrito 

Negrito culture is poorly represented at the FMNH. The only musical instru-
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ment in its collection is a "long reed mouth flute" called bangsi (Sp. No. 128705) 
obtained from Bataan by trade. 

There is fortunately some good literature bearing peripherally and directly 
on Bataan Negrito musical instruments. Reed's work (1904) on the Zambal Negrito 
can be used as an indirect reference since one group may be regarded as an exten
sion of the other. Reed (1904:50-51) recorded the four-holed bansic, undoubt
edly a cognate of bangsi, the jew's harp, the gong, bamboo violin with three abaca 
strings, guitar made of two pieces of wood with six strings and two types of bam
boo zither (one with strings raised from the rind and the other with stretched fibers). 
A group photograph of actual specimens of the bamboo zither, gong, bamboo 
violin and flute may be seen in Plate XLVI and Fox (1952:391) reproduced two 
pictures of the Spanish-type of guitar made of wood by the Pinatubu Negrito in 
Plate 17. With exception to the flute, Reed did not give the vernacular names of 
these instruments. Romualdez (1932), on the other hand, had identified the bam
boo zither as kabungbung, a term confirmed elsewhere (Philippine National Mu
seum specimens 2884-2887, in its catalogue, Ethnographic Collections, 1953, al
though without provenience but identified by the same name, kabungbung). The 

Philippine National Museum (PNM) gives the name bulung-udyong {Sp. Nos. 
111 114) for flute, which, however, is not described. 

Densmore (1906}, who made a study of Negrito music from Negritos brought 
from the Philippines to the exposition grounds at St. Louis in 19046 wrote,''The 
Negritos have three musical instruments: the copper gong, the bansi or flute, and 
the barimbo or jew's harp. In addition to these, I found a violin in the museum, 
which was of Negrito manufacture and made entirely of bamboo. It was interest
ing, but plainly a copy to be of significance in this connection."? 

Densmore's comments are worth reproducing here in view of the meager
ness of pertinent literature: 

The Negrito gongs used at St. Louis were of Chinese manufacture, those 
beaten from the native cooper being considererl too valuable to be taken from the 
Islands, though a few excellent specimens 'were shown in the museum. The gongs 
used in the village were flat, about ten inches in diameter, with straight sides of 
about two inches. The players were always seated, holding the gong in the lap and 
striking it with the palms of the hands, used alternately. The bansi, or flute, con
sists of a section of bamboo about two and a half feet long, which is held upright, 
the performer blowing across the opening at the top, the lower end being closed; 
there are four finger holes on the upper side and one for thumb on the lower side. 
Only one man played this curious instrument - Ybag, one of the oldest men in 
the village. He bent lovingly over his instrument, resting the pointed end en the 
ground and holding it f'umly between his toes. 

The barimbo, or jew's harp, consists of a strip of bamboo about ten inches 
long, with two slits out in one end forming a "tongue", the strip being trimmed 
as the instrument is held before the lips. The best player was a woman, who readi
ly consented to play for me, and from her work, I noted the following rhythms.8 

In addition to the musical instruments described by Reed and Densmore, 
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Fox noted a long bamboo drum used specifically during ceremonial occasions: 

The talibung, a meter-long drum used only in the ceremonies for the spirits, 
is made of this large, introduced bamboo. All of the nodes are knocked out and 
one end is covered with a piece of tanned deer skin. This drum, as well as the flat 
brass gong, the palay, are purely ceremonial in use and are never played, even 
tapped, at any other time.9 

Based mainly from these sources, it appears that the Negritos of the Bataan
Zambales r<tnge have two types of gongs: one flat as described by Densmore and 
Fox above, and the other with a knob as can be seen from Plate XLVI in Reed's 
work (1904). Perhaps three types of bamboo zither are present: two can be in
ferred from Reed's description and photograph (one with strings lifted from the 
rind surface of the bamboo tube itself, and the other consisting of a bamboo tube 
provided with strings of fiber); and the third noted by Fox, a two-stringed bamboo 
zither called tobungbung (a non-too-clear photograph is reproduced in Plate 4 and a 
clearer one in Plate 15). It appears that Romualdez's kobungbung and Fox's tobung
bung refer to the same instrument judging from the photographs and illustrations; 
however, this opinion is tentative for the sources do not assure us how these instru
ments are played. At this juncture, it is propitious to discuss an aspect of instru
mental nomenclature, for Romualdez said in part: 

Among the Negritos of Bataan there is a guitar called kabungbung, similar 
to the pas-ing of the lgorots. This kabungbung must be the same guitar found by 
Mr. Allan Reed among the Negritos of Zambales and reported by him in his work 
mentioned before ..... 1 0 

And with reference to the pos-Ing, Romualdez described it as follows: 

The pas-ing among the Apayaws, lgorots, is a guitar made of bamboo. The 
bamboo is cut before one node and after the next. Two cords are slit loose side 
by side from the outer skin fibers of the bamboo itself and these are given tension 
by means of bridges. A hole (sometimes two) is then bored or cut into the bam
boo just under the two cords, to serve as resounding holes. The strings are 
picked with the fingers or beaten with a stick.ll 

For purposes of classification, the last sentence in the second quotatidn 
is important. The pos-ing is classified by Romualdez as a string instrument inspite 
of the fact that it is either plucked or beaten by the players. If the pos-ing is 
plucked only, then it can be grouped among the string instruments; and if beaten 
only, among the percussion group of instruments. The dual methods of playing the 
pos-ing makes classification rather difficult. For the present study, the pos-ing is 
entered both as a percussion and string instrument. 

With regard to the wind instruments, there is also some confusion in the 
available literature. There appears to be several types of bonsi (~ariants: bonhi, 
bongsi, bonsic or bansik), the common term for the flute. The FMNH specimen is a 
long reed mouth flute, the same type that Densmore previously described and 
which appears to be the same type photographed by Reed. All these types belong 
to the lip-valley flute class,12 a term coined by Dr. jose Maceda, to distinguish this 
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type from other types which have a separate mouth piece and classed as mouth 

flutes. The lip-valley flute does not also have a ring, which could be made of a leaf 

wound around the grooved blowing end and properly fastened. In some classifica
tion schemes, this latter type is also called a mouth flute. The bulung-udyong 
listed in the PNM catalogue is so provided with a mouth piece. A third kind of 
flute which does not seem to have any mouth piece or ring is illustrated in Ro
mualdez's work and known by the name bansik. 

In summary, from direct and inferred printed evidence, the Negritos of the 
Bataan-Zambales range appear to have the following musical instruments: 

idiophones: 

iew's harp made of bamboo 
gong, small flat type 
gong, small with a knob 
bamboo zither, beaten 

membranorhone: 

drum, small ; provided with a drumhead 

chordophones: 

bamboo zither, plucked 
guitar, Spanish type, made of wood 
violin, Spanish type, made of bamboo 

aerophones: 

flute, lip-valley type 
flute, mouth type 
flute, not properly identified 

2. Apayaw 

This ethnic group is represented by just one type of musical instrument, the 
jew's harp (FMNH Sp. Nos. 109579, 1 09580), collected from Burayutan village. 
The native name given is oribau, and it is reported to be used by both sexes. 

Romualdez (1932) stated that the Apavaw have a drum called /udag, which is 
about 120 ems. long and closed at one end. The other end is provided with a drum
head of skin, and played on the lap ofthe performer (see page 9, for illustration). 
Other instruments played by the Apayaws are the gansa or gong (two types: one 
the other big, but both flat, (see page 1·1); the balinging or baliing or the nose 
flute (page 17) i and the pos-ing, or bamboo zither (page 22). Wilson confirmed 
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the use of the nose flute (1947a:16) called boling; the jew's harp or or/boo (ld.); 
and the ludag (page 178). There appears to be another string instrument which he 
called a bamboo bow provided with a resonator (page 25}. However, he did not 
give its Apayaw name. According to this source, the instrument is very similar to 
the gurlmbow of the Tayabas Negrito.13 

In summary, the following types of musical instruments are the only ones 
identified in the printed sources about the Apayaws: 

idiophones: 

jew's harp, of bamboo 
gong, big type without knob 
gong, small type without knob 
bamboo guitar, beaten 

membranophone: 

drum, a long type with a drumhead 

chordophones: 

aerophone: 

bamboo zither, plucked 
bamboo bow, with a resonator 

nose flute, made of bamboo 

3. Tinguian 

An inventory of Tinguian musical instruments in the FMNH collection is as 
follows: 

idiophones: 

bunkaka, woman's instrument made of bamboo, partly cutaway at one 
end leaving two sections on opposite sides. The instrument is 
held in the right hand and is struck against the palm of the left. 
The note is changed by fingering hole near hand hold. Sometimes 
known in other places as balingbing or Pfeiffer's "musical 
wand,'' (1975:187). (8 Sp. Nos. 109030-109037). 
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gong, called gonsa,. round copper gong, beaten to furnish music when 
dancing (6 Sp. Nos; 109047-109052). 

tong-a-tong, a ceremonial musical instrument consisting of six bamboo 
tubes of different lengths, open at one end. Three players hold 
the tubes with their hands and strike the closed end on a flat 
stone. The strokes are rapid but in unison. Used only in cere
monials (Sp. No. 109057). Pfeiffer's "stamping tubes" (1975: 
107). 

golong, a small metal bell, held in the hand while the woman is dancing; 
not common (Sp. No.1 09062). 

jew's harp, called ogiweng, a short section of bamboo with a cord at
tached to one end. At the other end is a piece of brass with a 
tongue cut in it. This is placed against the lips like a jew's harp 
and the hand holding the tube is pulled sharply away causing the 
tongue to vibrate. Notes are changed in the same manner as the 
jew's harp. A man's instrument (2 Sp. Nos. 109038 and 109056, 
which iSJ>rovided with a tube). 

jew's harp, called ko/ibau or libou, made of bamboo; put against the 
lips; pointed,end is struck with fingers as tongue ofinstrument 
vibrates, giving note ('Sp. Nos.109039, 109040). 

bamboo musical instrument, made of a large section of bamboo. Two 
strings have been cut from a side ofthe section and, in the cen
ter, a rectangular piece of bamboo is attached. Beneath it is a rec
tangular sounding hole. Beaten with two sticks. (2 Sp. Nos. 
109041, 109042). 

ku/iteng, bamboo musical instrument. Two strings on the left are 
beaten, with a stick while other strings are played with the in
dex finger and thumb of the right hand. A second player may 
help beat time with his knuckles on the end of instrument. (Sp. 
No. 109043). 

membranophones: 

tambor, a drum shaped like an inverted truncated cane; made of log; 
top covered with pig skin. To repair, a new piece is sewed on with 
rattan. The small end is open, with rattan lashings. Used in cere
monies and other functions. (Sp. No. 108147). 

tambor, drum, with wooden sides, ends of cowhide (Sp. Nos. 109053 
and 109055), or of pig skin (Sp. No.1 09054). Played with drum
stick ca!lec batit. 
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tambor, a long drum from hollowed-out trunk of small tree; head of 
deer skin; lower end -carved and inlaid with human teeth; drum 
was property of village for many years; beaten with hands; note 
can be changed by pressure of leg against barrel. (Sp. No. 
1091255). 

chordophone: 

nobil, bamboo violin, usually used by children but sometimes by 
elders (Sp. Nos. 109045-1 09046}. 

aerophones: 

kala/eng, nose flute; one nostril of player is plugged up and air is forced 
through the other into the end of the instrument. Notes are made • 
by fingering as with ordinary flute. Usually a man's instrument and i 

is often held by the toes {4 Sp. Nos. 109019, 109021-109023). 
Sometimes called kipano in other places of Abra, (Specimen No. 
109023 being so labeled, and so also Specimen No. 109024). 

tulali, bamboo mouth flute (Sp. No. 1 09020). 

dewdew-os, panpipe, made of reeds of different lengths; player holds 
lips a few inches from reeds and blows into ends, meantime 
moving the instrument to and fro; a woman's instrument (5 Sp. 
Nos. 109025-109029, No. 109025 having 5 reeds and No. 
1 09027, 7 reeds}. 

pabllbll, bull roarer, used to drive or frighten horses; bamboo pole has 
thin strip of bamboo attached by red cord; usually a boy's 
plaything (Sp. No. 109123). 

Cole, who was an indefatigable collector of Philippine musical instruments, 
did not describe all the above named instruments in his 1922 work on the subject. 
However, the two kinds of jew's harp c;lescribed above are based on his work (page 
442). The bunkaka has a third name, bi/b/1, recorded by Romualdez (1932:6-7), 
or .be/bel, by Terrenal (1964). Terrenal described another similar bamboo instru
ment with one tine, the 

patangop, a bamboo section tapering thinly towards the end, half
way from the lower node. A hole in the lower rind is used to vary 
the tone. When struck against the wrist.a two-toned rhythm·can 
be produced. 

Though this idiophone is sketched rather poorly in that work, this item can 
be added to the above inventory. 
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Terrenal's identif'acation in two other cases are suspect. While culallng, 
may be accepted as a variant of kola/eng, or nose flute, the terms polo/eng and 
paldonq for mouth flute are not registered elsewhere. In the same way, she appears 
to have committed an error in classifying the bamboo zither (identified in the field 
by Cole as kullteng) as bamboo violin at least by name for she called the latter 
kur/teng or cul/t-tong which appear to be cognates. Romualdez identified the 
klpono as kop/now (1932:17} and agreed with Cole that the pan· pipes may have 
from f'JVe or more reeds (1932:20). 

Illustrations found include: a Tinguian playing the nose flute, in Worcester 
(1911 :247); the jew's harp, in Cole (1922:441); the bunkako, in Cole (·1922:441) 
and in Romualdez (1932:7}; and the panpipes, in Cole (1932:441) and Romualdez 
(1932:20), besides illustrati~g a woman playing it (1932:21 ). A photograph of men 
"beating the copper gongs" may be seen in Plate LXXXI, the nose flute being 
played by a man in Plate LXXXII and the bamboo guitar played by men in Plate 
LXXXIII (Cole 1922). Terrenal's sketches, on the other hand, are poor and mis
leading. 

Tinguian music has been studied by Albert Gale and is found incorporated as 
Chapter XII in Cole's work (1922:443-485). 

4. Balbalasang Tinguian 

The types of Balbalas.ang Tinguian instruments found in the FMNH collec
tion are as follows: 

chordophone: 
bamboo zither, with five string, (Sp. No. 90377 being SU.S em. long 

and 9.5 em. in diameter). 

aerophones: 

tulall, mouth flute, of bamboo, with etched ornamentation; three 
finger holes on one side, and a fourth on the opposite side (Sp. 
No. 90376 being 66.5 em. long (Sp. No. 90374, with etched 
designs, 3 finger holes on one side, one on opposite side and 
about 60 em. long). 

kala/eng, or nose flute, of bamboo, ornamented with etched designs; 
three finger holes on one side, one hole on the other side (Sp. no. 
90375 being 58 em. long). 

panpipe, consisting of 7 slender bamboo tubes of which 5 show etched 
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designs; longest tube being 46.5 em. long, shortest being 23 em. 
(Sp. No. 90369). 

Worcester (1906: 856, 857, 858) described the musical instruments of this 
group as follows: 

The Tinguians of Apayao make musical instruments of bamboo which, for 
the lack of a better name, may be caned "jew's harpL" A single joint of caiia bojo 
is taken, one end is cut off; and more than half of one side is cut away so as to 
ieave a projecting tongue. Near the septum at the end of the joint, a round hole is 
pierced, over which the thumb of the operator may be placed. The pJojecting 
tongue is then struck upon the head of a battliHIX.e and the musical tone pro
duced by the resultiDg vibration can be varied by thumbing the hole pierced near 
the septum. The men often play these instruments when on the march. 

. . . . The dance music is furnished by gansas alone and is of a decidedly 
Uvely character, as are the dances themselveL 

I was fortunate in faDing to see dances amoug the Tingjans of Apayao, but 
was told that they were slmDar to those of the people of Abra. However, I did not 
see gansas and nose flutes amoug them, and was surprised to run across a lo~, 
wooden drum slmDar in shape to those used by the Benguet-Lepanto lgorots. 

Adding up the musical instruments of this group, the following types have 
been identified: 

idiophones: 

bunkaka, sometimes called "tuning fork" in musical literature; other
wise the rere of Celebes (Kaudern, 1927). This is not the jew's 
harp Worcester described in the first parasuaph of the quotation 
above. It is the same instrument described by Cole among the 
Tinguian of Abra, the only difference being that Worcester ob
served it being struck against a head-axe by the men, while Cole 
saw it struck against the palm of the left hand by the women. 

gong, flat type 

membranophone: 

drum, a long wooden type similar to that used by the Benguet-Lepanto 
lgorot. 

chordophone: 

bamboo zither with five strings 
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aerophones: 

tulall, mouth flute 

kala/eng, nose flute 

panpipe, consisting of 7 slender bamboo tubes 

5. Kalinga 

The following types of Kalinga instruments are found in the FMNH collec-

idiophone: 

uliblao, or jew's harp \Sp. Nos. 1343 and 3030, the second with case}. 

chordophones: 

kulibet, or bamboo zither (Sp. No. 1133}. 

bamboo violin, made out of a section of thin bamboo; neckpiece made 
of wood; string made of human hair; bow made of bamboo with 
hair (Sp. No. 108334). 

aerophones: 

mouth flute, short (4 5/8" long), five finger holes on the upper portion 
of the lower side (Sp. No. 108334). 

nose flute, of bamboo, designs incised for decoration (Sp. No. 108334) 
30 1/2" long. 

In one of his works, Worcester (1906:824) made mention of the gong as the 
primary instrument in producing Kalinga dance-music: 

Although nose-flutes are occasionally met with, dance-music is ordina

rily fuml.shed by a battery of four or more gan8lls played with great energy and 

skill by men who beat them with their hands. 
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In another work, Worcester (1912:574, 875) reproduced two pictures of 
men performing a war dance with other men beating the gongs to furnish the music. 
From the pictures, the gongs appeared to have no knobs. Worcester added that a 
"human lower jaw is used for the handle" (1912:877). 

Although Barton, another authority on Kalinga culture, did not describe 
the gong, his knowledge of it is evident from a photograph reproduced in Plates 
XVIII and XX of his book (1949), which show how this instrument is handled to 
furnish the beat and music in a Kalinga dance. 

In a recent contribution, jose Maceda, foremost among Filipino ethnomusi
cologists, gave a vivid description of gong playing among the Kalinga (1972:29) 
as follows: 

... Among the Kalinga six gongB of graduated size, each shaped like a fry
ing pan without a handle are laid on the laps of six half-kneeling male musicians 
with the flat or rimless side up. The largest in circumference which has the lowest 
tone of diffused pitch starts a rhythm sounded by the two hands of the perform
er. The left hand taps while the rlgbt hand strikes and slides forward on the 
gtZntltl. The second performer wit}! a smaller instrument plays the same rhythm 
starting on the second beat of the lust performer. The third and fourth players 
with correspondingly smaller instruments follow with the same rhythmic pattern, 
each startirul on the second beat of the preceding player. As soon as the rhyth
mic flow of these four players is establish~. (it sometimes take5 a few trials be
fore this is achieved), the fifth player plays a new ostinato pattern • regular sono
rous slaps of the right hand each quickly followed by a dampening left hand -
which acts as a stabilizer of a "melody" produced by the iJist four gangBII. The 
sixth instrument bangs, dampens and varies its rhvthms (still using the hands) in 
a more free pattern than the rest of the players. The imal musical product may be 
divided into three musical layers. .. (The author reproduced a pauage of this 
muaical piece in musictzl transcription.) 

Barton (1949:27-28) described other Kalinga musical instruments which are 
given as follows: 

(The patanggok which consists ot) pieces of bamboo varying from 30 to· 
about 40 centimeters in length are tapered on one side from about their middle, 
and a little hole is made through the rind of the o~lter end. The tapered end is 
beaten on a bamboo or head ax, and, by closing and unclosing tl)e hole, the tone 
is varied. (Foran Ulustration of this instrument, see Barton (1949:180). 

The balingbing is a bamboo about 60 centimeters long, split into halves 
from one end almost to the node, the extremities of the halves being whittled 
down thin. The holes is made through the rind of the other end near the node. The 
instrument is beaten on the other hand, the tone is varied by closing the hole. 

The tongali is a nose tlute .similar to that found elsewhere in these moun
tains having four holes toward the lower end. To play it, one nostril is closed 
with a wad of leaves or cott()_:O. 

The diudiuas is a bamboo harp. Either f"lve or seven strings are raised from 
the body of a four- or itve-inch piece of bamboo. The strings are of the same 
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size, but some are lifted by higher bridges than others, so that there is a difference 
in tension. 

Early in the present century, Governor Gonzaga reported to Dr. David 
Barrows (Census, 1903, 1:544-545) three musical instruments, one of which, the 
bamboo trumpet, has not been previously mentioned. He mentioned this instru
ment in passing in the followirog statement: 

.. They (that is, the Kalinga) celebrate fea::.ts with dancing and singing to 
the sound of their instruments, consisting of a ganza, which has the form '.:lf a 
copper plate which is beaten with a hand like a timbrel, and a flute of slender 
bamboo, besides a bamboo trumpet: the dancers consist of the men and women 
dancing alone and never in pairs or together ... 

In reference to the musical ensemble he previously described, Maceda also 
mentioned other musical instruments: 

The above musical form is similarly applied to other ~ ensembles: 
six bamboo zithers (Kolltorw), with five to nine strings, m buzzers (btllingbmg), 
six half-tubes (pizttnrgg~~k), lix zylophone blades (/Hltlltq), and lix pipes (.-g
geypo) ofapanpipe. 

From these various 50Urces, the following types of Kalinga musical instru
ments are attested: 

idiophones: 

ul/bklo, or jew's harp. 

patanggok, which "faintly suggests certain bamboo instruments (an
klung) of the Javanese orchestra" (Barton, 1949:180) and which 
looks like the Balbalasang Tinguian bunkaka (which see ante). 

ballngb/ng, which is the Balbalasang Tinguian bunkaka; see illus. in 
Romualdez, \1932;7). 

gong, flat type (variants: gonzo in Sp. printed literature, gangza). 

patatag, zylophone 

chordophones: 

kullbet, bamboo zither, erroneously called d/udiuas by Barton, above, 
for the latter term refers to panpipes; the -ko/iteng of Maceda. 

bamboo violin, described above. 

aerophones: 

bamboo trumpet, as reported by Gonzaga. 
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mouth flute, the type not known exactly. 

tonga//, nose flute. 

diwdiw-as, panpipe: Maced a's saggeypu, consisting of six pipes. 

6. Bontok 

The FMNH collection has but one instrument coming from this ethnic group. 
This is a jew's harp made of a slender thin strip of brass with a long longitudinal 
tongue fastened with a string to its cylindrical bamboo case (Sp. No. 90511). 

However, Worcester (1906:482) saw other instruments among the Bontok 
lgorot, giving special emphasis to the gansa: 

The Bontok lgorots have a number of musical instruments including 
'1ew's harps" made of bamboo or brass, bamboo flutes and gansas. Of these, the 
gansa, which is in such general use among the non-Christian tribes of northern 
Luzon, is by far the most important. It is made of copper or brass, and is suspen
ded from a handle which theoretically should be and practically often is, the 
lower jawbone of enemy killed in battle. 

The Bontok lgorot does not beat his gan:lll with his hands as does .the Kali
nga, Tingian, and lfugao, nor with a bit of wood as does the Benguet Lepanto 
lgorot, but uses a well-fashioned, skin-covered drumstick. 

Wilson (1953:119) reproduced a picture of a Bontok playing a sacred drum in 
a caiiao. On the other hand, the PNM has two specimens of the nose flute or 
kala/eng (Sp. Nos. 1081 and 1 B6) and one drum or solibao (Sp. No. 3155). 

jenk (1905:189-192) devoted about three pages of his work to Bontok 
instrumental music. Excerpts from these are as follows: 

The Bontoc lgorot has few musical instruments, and all are very simple. 
The most common is a gong, a flat metal drum about 1 foot in diameter and 2 
inches deep. This drum is commonly said to be "brass" but analyses show it to 
be bronze. 

In the Bontok area there are two classes of gang-sa; one is called ka'-los, 
and the other co-ong'-an. The co-ong'-an is frequently larger than the other, 
seems to be always of thicker metal, and has a more bell-like and usually higher
pitched tone. 

Gan'-sa music consists of two things -rhythm and crude harmony. lts 
rhythm is perfect, but though there is an appreciation of harmony as is seen in 
the recognition of, we may say, the "tenor" and "bass" tones of co-ong'-an and 
ka'-los, respectively, yet in the actual music the harmony is lost sight of by the 
American. 

In Bontoc the gang'-sa is held vertically in the hand by a cord passing 
through two holes in the rim, and the cord usually has a human lower jaw at-
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tached to faci1ltate the grip. As the instrument thus hangs f~ee in front of the 
player (always a man or boy) it is beaten on the outer llllface with a short padded 
stick like a miniature bass-drum stick. There ·is no gang'-sa music without the 
accompanying dance, and there is no dance unaccompanied by music. A gang'-sa 
or a tin can put in the hands of an Igorot boy is always at once productive of mu
sic and dance ••.• 

The lover's "jew's harp" made both of bamboo and of brass, is found 
throughout the Bontoc area. It is played near to and in the olllg wherein the 
sweetheart of the young man is at the time. The instrument, called in Bontoc 

''ab '-a'-[u '' is apparently primitive Malayan, and is found widespread in the south 
seas and Pacif"JC ocean .•. 

I have seen a few crude bamboo flutes in the hands of young men, but 
none were able to play them. I believe they are of llokano introduction. 

A long wooden drum, hollow and cannon-shaped, and often 3 feet and 
more long and about 8 inches in diameter, is common in Benguet, and is found in 
Lepanto, but is not found or known in Bontoc. A skin stretched over the large 
end of the drum is beaten with the flat of the hands to accompany the music of 
the metal drums or gang' -sa, also played with the flat of the hands, as described, 
in pueblos near the western border of Bontoc area. 

Cawed mentioned only two musical instruments in her maiden work (1965; 
21) and she agreed with jenks in the classification of the gongs into two kinds: 

The Bontocs have two musical instruments - the gangsa (the gongs made 
of copper or bronze) and kaleleng (the nose flute made of tiny and slender bam
boo); There are two types of gangBQ: the kalos, which are small and have a tenor 
pitch and the ko-ongans, which are bigger and produce a bass sound. The value 
of the latter is twice that of the former type. When the two types of gangBQ 
are played simultaneously, a music of crude harmony, but perfect in time and 
rhythm, results. The kaleleng is the favorite instrument among the young. Ia the 
quiet of ~e evenings, you can hear a swain or a maiden p1ay a haunting primitive 
tune on this bamboo instrument. 

jenks has pictures of how the gong is held with a human jawbone in Plate CL 
and how the gong functions during a dance in Plates CXXXI, CLI and CUI; Worces
ter (1911 :223) has a good photograph of two Bontok lgorots holdinggongsas with 
human lower jaw handles and two other pictures (1911 :2:.!4, 225) showing how men 
dance beating their gongs; Wilson (1953:119) reproduced a picture of a Bontok 
playing a sacred drum in a coffoo; and Cawed ( 1965-65) of the gongso with a human 
jaw and a man standing playing a nose flute. The PNM in Manila has two specimens 
of the nose flute -or kola/eng (Sp. Nos. 1081 and 1136} and one drum or sol/boo 
(Sp. No. 315!>). 

From both the ethnographic literature and ethnological evider • ..:e, the follow
ing enumeration of Bontok musical instruments can be made: 

idiophones: 

gong, small type called kolos 
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gong, large type called ko-ongan 

jew's harp, made of bamboo 

jew's harp, made of brass 

membranophones: 

drum, a long type like a cocoon provided with a drumhead of skin 
(seen. by jenks in the periphery of the Bontok area, although 
Wilson is more certain of its presence; and PNM has a specimen). 

sulibaw, a long type of drum 

aerophone: 

nose flute made of bamboo; variously named kala/eng, kale/eng, or 
kloleng 

7. Bauko (Lepanto-Bontok) 

The only musical instrument in the FMNH representing this group is a tom
bor, a long cylindrical drum made from a hollowed-out log. It has head of deer 
skin fastened with rattan lashings to the bigger end, an open, small end and a 
carrying cord of bark bast fastened to the barrel. rhe tambor is beaten with the 
hand and the player changes note by pressing a leg against the barrel lSp. No. 
10~122). 

In Vanoverbergh's Dlctlonory {1933), other Bauko musical instruments 
~re recorded and defined. They are as follows: 

diw-as, mouth organ; pandean pipes; syrinx. An instrument made of bamboo 
and consisting of five pipes fixed together side by, )ide in graduated 
sizes. 

gangsa, timbrel, gong, made of copper and extensively used in dances and sa
crifices. 

kala/eng, nose tlute 

ku/olleng, variant of nose flute. 

sol/bow, drum. It is oblong, and beaten at one of the ends. 

tebeb, drum 
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tongali, flute 

A summary classification of Bauko instruments is as follows: 

idiophone: 

gong, flat type but not differentiated in the literature. 

membranophones: 

solibaw, a long, oblong type of drum with a drumhead. 

tebeb, another type perhaps but not described sufficiently. 

aerophones: 

ka/alleng1 or ku/al/eng1 nose flute 

tongoli, mouth flute, though not defined well enough. 

diw-as, panpipe 

8. Sagada (Lepanto-Bontok) 

The jew's harp is the only representative musical instrument found in the 
FMNH collection. From their make, two types are distinguishable: type A is made 
of rattan with longitudinal splint, all four specimens (Nos. 90687-90690) are pro
vided with bamboo cases, one of which (Sp. No. 90689) has etched ornamentation; 
and type B is made of a slender thin strip of brass with longitudinal tongue, fast
ened with a string to its cylindrical bamboo case (Sp. No. 90511 ). 

Going over Scott's A Vocabulary of the Sagada lgorot Dialect (1957), the 
following entries for musical instruments are found: abiw, a bamboo noise-maker 
to scare away rice-birds; ow/den, jew's harp; bawengweng, a wooden toy on the end 
of a string swung around to make a noise, a bull-roarer; b.J/insi, a kind of gong; 
dew-as, a five-tube pipes-of-Pan; gangsa, brass gong, of Chinese origin; genggeng, a 
kind of stone which makes a musical sound when struck; kala/eng, noseflute; 
kolisteng, bamboo lyre or lute, made by raising thin strips of bamboo off the body 
of the piece and stretching them over bridges; pingsan, small gong; salibaw or 
sol/baw, a long, wooden drum with hide head; sonob, large gangsa; and tongali, 
a flute made of rice stalk, a leaf for· whistling. 

jose Maceda made a musical swdy of Sagada chants (1958) but not of its 
instrumental music. 
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Available literature shows that the Sagada Lepanto-lgorut have or play the 
following musical instruments: 

idiophones: 

abiw, a bamboo noise-maker for scaring away rice-birds. 

bawengweng, bull-roarer 

genggeng, a musical stone 

awiden, jew's harp made of rattan (most likely bamboo). 

awiden, jew's harp made of brass 

pingsan, a small type of flat gong 

sonob, a large type of flat gong 

membranophone: 

salibaw or sol/bow, a long type of wooden drum with a drumhead. 

chordophone: 

kolisteng, bamboo zither 

aerophones: 

tongali, rice stalk flute 

tongali, another type made of leaf for whistling 

kala/eng, nose fiute 

dew-as, panpipe 

9. Amburayan (Bakun-Kayapa) 

Collecting work was done in the Amburayan region including the Kayapa· 
Bakun area. Since the two areas are contiguous and have been identified bv Mos~ 
as inhabited by the same people, the Kankanay,14 it is best to put them together 
under one heading. Since Moss did not touch on musical instruments in his study, 
a classification of the FMNH Amburana (Bakun-Kayapa) instruments can be done 
right away. 
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idiophones: 

to/Joe, one long piece of hard wood, with one end thicker than the 
other and one short round stick for ~triking. The long stick is 
held loosely at the thick end and is made to swing to and fro 
while hit upon with a short stick. Played during conao feasts 
(Sp. No. 114056-114058). 

pewpew, of bamboo, one end closed in two sections; at one end is a 
roundish hole; usually played by men when on trail, by striking 
double end near left hand. Four fingers of right hand upon hole 
to control tone (Sp. No. 114051\. 

Also played by women who hit instrument upon left hand, 
producing vibrating sound; forefinger off and on upon tone hole 
(Sp. No. 114262, 57 em. long). 

gonso, gong of brass, shallow circular type, with handle made of a short 
piece of rope attached to woodcarving representing two chicken 
heads. (Sp. No. 114054 is 36 em. in diameter). 

membranophones: 

sul/bao, drum made of piece of wood, either cylindrical or cannon
shape with one end open; the other end is covered with tanned 
deer hide held securely with rattan lashing: cover for drumhead 
of basketry. Player can change tones by pressing leg against 
barrel. (Sp. Nos. 114259 is 108 em. high; 108119, 4 feet high; 
114110, 112 em. high). 

culibebbeb, drum type A, body hollowed out of a piece of hard wood; 
cartridge-shaped; one end open, other end covered with hide; 
hide held with rattan lashings passing through perforations in 
ridged encircling band (Sp.No. 114261). 

cu/lbebbeb, type B, body of drum a powder c,;an; heads of drum with 
hide secureq with rattan lashing; one stick short with globular 
end (Sp. No. 114053 is 285 em. long). 

aerophones: 

dullli, nose flute of bamboo, with one end completely open and the 
other end with slight hole for nose; foor finger holes, two on one 
side, two others on opposite side. (Sp. No. 114053 is 49.5 em. 
long). 
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bowweek., or baw-weet, whistling top, egg-shaped piece of hard wood 
with deep hole on one side of the top body; long slender shaft 
runs through body; top part of shaft used for spinning twine and 
for a piece of reed to hold top while pulling the cord. (Two Sp. 
Nos. 114058, 114060). 

The "cartridge-shaped" cullbebbeb drum above described is photographed 
by D.C. Worcester (1911 :221) and described in connection with the "bird dance" 
(page 222). The description is worth reproducing in order to show how the other 
instruments are played. 

Other dances of several kinds are soon in full swing. The commonest of 
these is the Benguet-Lepanto bird dance, the music for which il furnished by two 
long-barreled wooden drums with skin heads; two gantlfls or bronze timbrels, a 
stone, and a bit of iron and steel Each drummer squats on the ground with the 
barrel of his drum held under his left arm. He beats its head with his open hands 
and gives considerable range to its really musical notes by fingering its head and 
by pressing on its barrel The remaining musicians dance while they play. The 
ganBII men beat their instruments with sticks, while the man with the steel and 
stone clicks them together. 

While Scott (1957) did not show how the musical stone genggeng was 
played among the Sagada people, the neighboring Amburavan group appears to 
have it too and, in the above passage, Worcester described how it is played. 

10.1fugao 

The lfugao collection of musical instruments in the FMNH consists offorty
four pieces which could be classified as follows: 

idiophones: 

paktong, round stick of hard wood; midway is a vertical hand grasp 
of rattan. This stick is struck upon with another stick. Used in 
"canyao" dances. (Sp. Nos.113076, 1103077,103620,113621, 
113622-113624, 113630). 

hakllk, tubular section of bamboo, split lengthwise from end to near 
end. Used as an accompaniment in dancing. (Sp. 113079 is 60.5 
em. long). 

ta-lta, bamboo tube with longitudinal slit for more than half its length. 
Used as an accompaniment when singing at death (Sp. 113618 

is 29.5 em. long). 
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songol, bamboo tube with longitudinal slit for more than half its length. 
Used to accompany singing at deaths (canao). (Sp. 113619, 27 
em. long). 

jew's harp, or okpio, narrow strip of thin brass with a very thin slit 
and with a vibrating tongue in the middle longitudinal section. 
String attached for playing (Sp. Nos. 113078, 113671, 113672). 

jew's haro, or pit-ong, of thin flat narrow bamboo with narrow longitu
dinal tongue (Sp.Nos.1'13610-113617). 

bamboo zither, potting, semi-tubular body of bamboo. Two strings cut 
out of same piece as body. (Sp. Nos. 113596, 37.5 em. long; 
113597, etched designs with striking stick attached, 38 em. 
long: 113598, ornamented with burned and etched designs, with 
two strings cut from body piece, and striking stick attached; 
113599, ornamented, two strings, 34.5 em. long; 113600, 
ornamented, two strings. 38 em. long; 113601, unornamented, 
37 em. long; 113602, unornamented, 38.5 em. long; 113603, 
unornamented, 35 em. long; 113604, unornamented, 31.5 em. 
iong and; 113605, ornamented with blackened design, 39.3 
em. long). 

membranophone: 

drum, or 1/-plt, inverted, truncated cone body of hard wood. Single 
head of hide held by hoops and lacings of rattan. Hoops tightened 
with wooden wedges. Used in rice planting coiioo to call people. 
Width of top, 28 em. and at bottom, 15 em., height 34 em. 
(Sp. Nos. 113631, 113632}. 

chordophone: 

bamboo zither, or tadeong, of tubular section of bamboo. Two strips 
are lifted from the surface of the bamboo, whittled into right 
diameters to serve as strings (Sp. No. 113080, 147 em. long). 

aerophones: 

upp/yup, flute, of slender reed. One end closed, other end open; three 
holes (Sp. Nos. 113606, 20.5 em. long; 113608, of slender reed, 
one end whittled and closed, other end open, three holes, 16.5 
em. long; 113609, short slender reed to which is fastened a string, 
4.6 em. long). 
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ung-ngoy-yong, flute, of bamboo tube; ornamented with incised de
sings; with mouth hole and 3 finger holes. (So. No. 113607 · is 
17 em. long.) 

ungi-yung, flute, with tip of carabao horn; with mouth and 2 finger 
holes; 11.5 em. long. (Sp. No. 113671). 

However impressive the FMNH collection of lfugao musical instruments, 
there were many more which were missed. Other instruments not included but 
mentioned by other authorities are the gong (Worcester, 1906:832); the pal/pal or 
bamboo clapper used during the harvest feast (Barton, 1911~84); the unguing, a 
flute, possibly the same instrument as the ungi-yung already described above; the 
pantlg, bamboo zither (Romualdez, 1932:16, 22) which looks like the tadeong 
previously defined; the bongibang, used as a religious rite instrument but not des
cribed further in the PNM catalogue (Sp. No. 1224); and the tonga//, or nose flute 
(von Tacacs, 1934). 

According to Worcester, the most popular instrument among the lfugaos is 
the gong. He describes its use as follows: 

The only musical instrument in common use among the lfugaos is the 
gtmSil, which is played with a drumstick. In the typical lfugao dance tioth men 
and women take part. They form a line, the dancers in front and the musicians 
behind, and march back and forth with many rhythmical sidewise motions of the 
hands and arms and much flexing of the upper part of the body. This dance, 
which is common throughout the Ifugao country, is radically different from that 
of any other northern Luzon tn'be.lS 

At this point, it should be added that the lfugao gong players do not only 
play with the drumstick but also with their bare hands.16 

The bangibang is described by Beyer and Barton as follows (1911 :232): 

'The bangibang is a musical instrument of very hard and resonant wood 
which is beaten with a short stick also of hard wood. On a still day the sharp, 
clicking beat of this instrument can be heard miles away. It is used only in death 
ceremonies and in the ceremonies for the cure of very serious illness. 

The lfugaos are known to play with their pestles while pounding rice, either 
striking the rim or side of the rice mortar with their pestles or hitting each other's 
pestle. The first, they call muntikuk or tlkktJk, a sort of mortar-rim or mortar
side-play, and the second, pokkuk, pestle-play. It can be inferred that they do this 
just like llukano rice pounders: for entertainment or display of energy.17 In this 
sense, the mortar and pestle could be added to the percussion group of instru
ments. 
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The 1/-pit~ also known as 1/bbit in Banawe, already described above, looks like 
a waste basket; the U.P. Anthropology Museum has a specimen photographed in the 
Fifth Notional Festival brochure (1970). 

An inventory of lfugao musical instruments can now be summarized and 
classified as follows: 

idiophones: 

paktong, two beating sticks used in conao dances. 

haklik, bamboo clapper used in dancing. 

to-ita, bamboo clapper used as an accompaniment when singing at 
death. 

sangol, bamboo clapper used for accompaniment at deaths (canao). 

akplo, jew's harp made of thin brass. 

pit-ong, jew's harp made of bamboo. 

pa/ipal, another bamboo clapper but used during harvest feast. 

bong/bang, two beating sticks used in death ceremonies and in rituals 
for the cure of very serious illness. 

patting, a bamboo zither in construction; the two strings are beaten 
with a stick. 

b/nuh/ot, first class gong, so regarded because of the quality of its 
sound. 

kalo, middle class gong. 

galamat, low kind of gong made of poor metal. which produces poor 
sound. 

patting, type B of bamboo zither, with halved bamboo as body. 

mortar and pestle, when pounding rice. 

membranophone: 

//-pit, an inverted, truncated cone; drum used in rice planting canao to 
call people. 
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chordophone: 

todeang, type A of bamboo zither, made of a whole section or internode 
of bamboo. 

aerophones: 

tonga//, nose flute. 

upp/yup, a kind of transverse flute(?) 

un~ngay-yong, a kind of mouth flute. 

ungt-yung, another kind of transverse flute.l?) 

11. Benguet lgorot or I baloy 

lbaloy musical instruments are, quantitatively, poorly represented in tile 
FMNH store rooms by two drums; one described to be a male drum, of hollowed 
log, 105 em. long, one end open with worn ridge encircling the opposite end which 
is covered with tanned hide held in place with rattan lashings (Sp. No~ 90055); and 
the other, said to be a female drum, made of hollowed log, 89 em. long, one end 
open with carved-like ornamentation near the opening, and deer-skin head secured 
with rattan (Sp. No. 90056). Both specimens appeared to be owned by the village, 
but collector S.C. Simms, who paid five pesos for each, was unable to obtain any 
explanation why one was male and the other female. 

However, in spite of the poor representation, there is good literature avail
able. Moss, the American teacher who lived for many years among the people and 
married a native lbaloy, enumerated the musical instruments known to him: the 
su/ibou, kimbol, kalso, pinsok, kolas, pakang, kambatong, taladi, and the kading. 
Of these, the first five are the ones used at rituals. Moss is quoted here In extenso 
because he fully described- the instruments and how they were used during his 
time: 

The rulibllU and ldmbal are drums made of round pieces of wood about 
eight inches in diameter and three and a half or four feet in length. Sometimes a 
hollow tree is used, but more often a solid tree is hollowed out by burning~ A deer 
skin is soaked in water, and while wet is stretched over the top of the ruliboo or 
ldmbtzl. The rulibou has a higher note than the ldmbal. It is played with both 
hands while the ldmbtzl is played with one hand only. It is struck twice while the 
kimbal is struck once. Those playing the rulibllU and ldmbtzl sit. The one playing 
the 11Uliboo leads the music. 
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The kill/111 and the pin/IIJk are imported gongs made of brass or bronze. The 
kalsa has a high clear sound and the pinsak a lower coarser sound. Both instru
ments are beaten with wooden sticks called pitog. Those playing the kalsa and the 
pinsak walk around in the circle with the dancers keeping time with the music. 
The kalsa generally costs about thirty pesos and the pinsak twenty. (Ed. note: 
These prices J:ave tremendously appreciated lately) Some of these instruments in 
Kabayan are said to have been used for five or six generations. 

The kolas consists of two pieces of iron which are struck together by a man 
who walks in the circle with the dancers. Generally the hand spades for digging 
camotes are used. 

The swiftness with which news travels in the Nabaloi country has led some 
to believe that communications are transmitted by means of musical instruments. 
Since the sulibau and kimbal may be heard at a distance of four or five miles, this 
could easily be done, but the people say that no musical instruments have ever 
been used for this purpose. 

All the instruments which have been described are used at rituals and are 
necessary for dancing; but there are others with which the lgorot amuse them
selves during their intervals of leisure. 

The pakang is made from a piece of bamboo by cutting loose a triangle at 
one end. The pakang is held in the right hand and struck on the palm of the left, 
which causes the triangle to vibrate. Only the women used this instrument -
generally on their way to and from the camote fields. 

The kambatong is made by cutting away one side of a point of bamboo, 
and stretching a cord made from the hair of a horse's tail horizontally over the 
opening. It is held on top of a coconut shell placed on the stomach, and played 
with the fingers. 

The taladi is a flute made from a joint of bamboo by boring holes in it. 
The performer moves his lmgers over the holes while blowing in the end. 

The kading is made by cutting a tongue in a thin piece of brass. It is placed 
between the lips or teeth, and the tongue made to vibrate with the fingers. Among 
some of the northern lgorot a sign language, especially of courtship, can be ex
pressed on this instrument. but this is not true in Kabayan, nor, so far as I know, 
among any of the Nabaloi.l8 

Otto Scheerer, the German linguist, who lived among this group for several 
years, gave more details which clarify some of Moss's identification with respect 
to five instruments. This description is as follows: 

The chief ones are the sulibau and the kimbal, t.vo cannon-shaped wooden 
drums of about equal size but beaten differently, each by one man; the lust, a 
little sharper in tone, receives with the inner side of the outstretched united four 
lmgers of both hands a continuous, quick succession of double slaps, both slaps 
being short but sounding ones, to be represented approximately thus: right-left, 
right-left, right-left, right-left. The kimbal is struck in the same manner but with 
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the difference that only the right-hand dap, simultaneous witJt the right~hand slap 
of the mlibau player, resounds, while the left-hand stroke is applied so as to cut 
short at once and stifle the vibration. The bass accompaniment furnished by the 
ldmbal to the llUlibau has therefore the following monotonous sound: right, right, 
right, right. 

The hollow "tub-tub, tub-tub" produced by both deep-mouthed instru
ments can be heard for a distance of 8, 10, or more mRes along the valley. Toge
ther with them are played two gongs, one called kalsa, the other pinsak. They 
closely resemble brass pans, and are held up with the left hand and struck with a 
wooden peg in the right. The clacking of two iron batons, called palas, struck one 
against the other, completes the tattoo.l9 
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Franc<!s Densmore, a leading American ethnomusicologist who visited the 
Philippine exposition ground during the Louisiana Purchase Centennial celebra
tion at St. Louis in 1904, studied Filipino pagan music and noted some of the 
instruments used by the Benguet lgorot. Her observation is worth quoting: 

The museum contained several lgorot flutes (of which I saw none in use) 
and also several bamboo instruments used by the lgorot to mark the time in their 
singing as they go to and from the rice fields. These resemble tuning forks and 
vary from ejght to fourteen inches in length. They are played by holding the 
closed end in the right hand and striking the prongs against the left palm. The 
second is said to be rather pleasant as the singers come home through the twi
ljght. 

Another crude attempt at instrumental music deserves mention - the 
boy's museek. It was perhaps the most primitive stringed instrument ever made, 
for it had the earth for its body. Its one string was a fiber of bamboo about 45 
inches long, the ends wrapped around stones and firmly imbedded in the ground. 
Under this string, near the middle, the boy had a hole dug in the ground about 
the size of a quart cup, lining it neatly with stones. Over the top of this hole he 
had pJ ... :ed a round piece of tin, on which rested the little stick which formed the 
"bridga" and supported the string at such an interval that the two ends gave tones 
a mllicr ·•hird apart. A little boy twanged this most happRly, and sang a little 
lgorot song. In answra to my question he said it was boy's museek.20 

Worcester also noted some of the lbaloy musical instruments, some details 
of which add considerably to complete the picture of what others have already 
patiently described. 

The music of the Benguet-Lepanto lgorots is hlghly characteristic, and 
several instruments are used in producing it. Of these the most peculiar is a pair of 
long, slender-barreled wooden drums, open at one end and having the other co
vered with pjgslcin or lizard skin. These drums are played b; · .1ressing his hands. 
The operator can change the pitch of the tones produced by pressing his arm or 
leg, or both, against the wooden barrel The gansa, which is always used when 
music is wanted, is played with a short stick or slat of bamboo .. Usually there is 
also one musician who beats together a stone and a b:' of steel or iron. During 
certain months of the year a Benguet lgorot woman will not go on the traR with
out carrying and constantly playing the bamboo musical instrument shown in 
Plate LIX!_!"Jg. 1, b and c. This jn~ment is c11rried in the left hand and is made 
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to vibrate by striking one of its prongs against the rig..i.t wrist. The character of 
the sound thus produced is changed by thumbing the hole near the septum at the 
~mdivided end. The Benguet lgorots are also fond of vocal music. They sing fre
quently at their feasts and occasionally when on the trail or resting beside it. 21 

In Kopongduon a Dibshu (1957) two musical instruments are noted and 
illustrated: the kuding or jew's harp and the kolshong or bamboo zither. The first 
is most likely a variant of kading. 

The musical analysis of lbaloy songs was made by A.L. Kroel:ier,22 the 
American giant in anthropology, and compared with Negrito songs as studied by 
Densmore.23 On instrumental music and suliboo ensemble playing, jose Maceda 
(1972:29) wrote: 

Among the Ibaloi also of the north the most important instrumental en
semble is the sulibao which consists of three pairs of instruments played by flve 
people. These instruments are the kimbal, a lower sounding conical drum and the 
sulibao, a tenor conical drum together making one pair. The pinaak, a flat gong 
playing alternately scattered and muffled sounds and the kalaa, another flat gong 
with ringing as well as muffled sounds played in a freer rhythm make up the se
cond pair. The last pair is the palas which are two short iron bars handled by one 
player to produce more sounds per unit time than any of the other instruments. 
Together, the ensemble brings forth a harmony of subtle tranSParent colors in 
which the kalSil provides a sort of an improvisation against a network of ostinati 
patterns sounded by the four other instruments. .. (The author included in his 
work a partial musiazl notation of lbaloy music). 

Available illustrations of lbaloy instruments are as follows: su/ibow and 
kimbol, "hollow wooden drums with skin head over large end•', 1 and 2 of Plate 
LXXXV (Scheerer, 1905); ko/sa and p/nsak, bronze gongs, 3 and 4 of same plate 
(id.); pakkong (pakang in Densmore, 1906:621) and photograph of an lbaloy 
woman selling a basket of potatoes and holding her pokkang {Excelsior, v. 17, no. 
509, june 10, 1920, p. 11); drum, gong, and stick, fig. 1, Plate LVI (Worcester, 
1906); andpakkang, fig. 1, band c, Plate LIX (id.). 

Romualdez (1932) identified the pakkang and bunkaka, which may be a 
variant, among the Benguet I go rots (pages 6-7) and which was drawn on page 7; . he 
also described the sulibow (pages 7-8). Among the Philippine instruments exhibited 
in the Exposition General de Filipinas in Madrid, 1887, was thesu/ibaw which was 
described as "tambor religioso ... usado por los indigenas de Benguet."24 and else
where as "tambor de madera que se toea con los dedos."25 The other instrument 
was the pakkang, described as "cana partida en los lenguetas, que golpeada con 
Ia mano produce un sonido particular."26 

In summary, the attested lbaloy musical instruments include the following: 

idiophones: 

pakkang, or bunkoka, the "tuning fork" of Densmore, or the rere 
identified by Kaudern in Celebes. 
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kolas, two pieces of iron struck together; also called palas. 

kalsa, a high pitched gong 

pmsak, a low-pitched gong 

kadlng, jew's harp made of brass; var. kudlng 

membranophones: 

sullbaw, a high.toned long drum with a skin head, perhaps the female 
drum named by collector, S.C. Simms; var. solibao. 

klmbal, a low-toned long drum with a skin head, perhaps the male drum 
identified by S.C. Simms. 

chordophones: 

kambatong, one-stringed instrument. 

"boy's museek", unnamed by Densmore, but likely the same as the 
kambatong·above. 

kalshang, bamboo zither. 

aerophone: 

taladl, a kind of flute which could not be classified; perhaps the same 
instrument as the tu/a/1 of the Pangasinan people (not fully des
cribed by Romualdez, 1932:16). 

12.11ongot 

That music is enjoyed by even the fiercest of known groups in the country 
is shown in this section, although the FMNH collection is limited to the following 
instruments: 

idiophones; 

jew's harp (Sp. No. 115202), made of a thin piece of brass with middle 
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longitudinal opening and teeth; shredded fibre attached to eaGh 
end; short piece of reed serving as case for instrument. 

jew's harp (Sp.No. 115219), made of slender piete of bamboo with a 
longitudinal opening and sounding tube. 

chordophone: 

bamboo zither (2 Sp. Nos. 114632, 114633), with strings cut from 
the outside of bamboo tube and stretched along the length all 
around; strings made taut with small wooden bridges and are 
picked with a stick. 

Worcester (1906:816), while recording the llongot musical instruments which 
he saw during a brief visit, wrote: 

Their most common musical instrument is made of a joint of bamboo, 
from th<; outer layer of which string& have been cut, and raised by means of 
wooden bridges. A man holds the instroment, while a woman plays it by striking 
these strings with two slender, curved stdps of bamboo. In addition to this pecu
liar instrument tile Dongot make and use the nose-flute and the .bamboo mouth
organ. 

The only daDee I hawe seen wu to the accompaniment of the bamboo 
instrument just deteribed. 'Thele was but one dancer, a man, 'Who gave a grotesque 
and exllfAI'lllted imitation of the movements of ambushing and slaying an enemy 
and takillc his head. 

Similarly Landor, after breezing through the edge of llongot country·, enume
rated but three musical instruments (1904:472): 

The culiboo (jew's harp), the cultnP (cyJil1drical bamboo harp), and the 
ghlnogor (a kind of bamboo Yiolin) are the musical instruments of the Dongots, 
upon which they play rather ~mtimental, wailing music, with a slow rhythm and 
monotonous variations upon a DJOnant note. After killing a Yictim, they rejoice 
with much chanting, the men and women siJJ8ing alternately in chorus. They 
dance, flourishing their spean. not lllllike the head-hunting lgorots, whom we 
shall visit p.reaently. 

Wilson, who confirmed the bamboo guitar and was rather vague with the 
flute, added the presence of brass gongs and details with respect to the bamboo 
violin (1947: 23-24): 

The youths are also fond of playing musical instruments for the benefit of 
their girl friends. This is the principal way of courting one's sweetheart. The musi-
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cal instruments are: the flute, violin, guitar, and brass gongs. The flute is formed 
from a length of small bamboo, while the violin is fashioned of bark and skin 
with women's hair for strings. In making a guitar, one takes a length of bamboo 
about three inches in diameter, cuts long slits in it and raises up several surface 
fibres with a bridge, thus forming the strings. The gongs, ganzas, are only used to 
beat time while dancing. 
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Illustrations showing the use of the bamboo zither may be found in the fol
lowing works: (1) Worcester (1096), Plate LIX, fig.1,a;(2) photograph of an llongot 
man holding a bamboo zither and a woman playing on the strin~ with two sticks 
taken at Delapping, Nueva Vizcaya, Worcester (1906), Plate Llll, fig. t, which is 
also reproduced in Worcester ( 1912:857) ;and (3) photograph of an llongot executing 
a war dance to the tune of the bamboo zither also t;tken at Delapping, Worcester 
{1906), Plate Lll I, fig. 2, which is again reproduced in Worcester (1912:855). 

The picture showing how the bamboo zither is plaved by two or three per
sons is intritruing in view of the fact that among other ethnic groups the bamboo 
guitar is played only by one person. Moreso, while the FMNH specimen show that 
the bridges are inserted under the strin~ at both ends, the Worcester photographs 
demonstrate that a higher middle bridge is used. In other cultures, the strings are 
plucked with the fingers (for example, among the Manuvu and Matigsalug of Cen
tral Mindanao). Among the llongot these are tapped or struck with two sticks. 
Therefore, among the Manuvu and Matigsalug, the bamboo zither belongs to the 
chordophone group; whereas, among the llongot, it is one of the idiophones. 

In another picture by Worcester (1912:856), three men appear to be plavin~ 
on this instrument, one in the middle who appears to be striking it with two sticks, 
(one long tapping stick clearly visible, the other appears to be hidden) and the other 
two holding the instrument (one at each end). It is not !OO clear, however, whether 
one of them is pluckinl!: the strir:ll~S or not. The museum's descripti~e note on the 
instrument, however, states that the strings are picked with a stick, similar to pluck
ing, but not with the finger. This is confirmed by the photographs which show two 
sticks being used. 

If we rely mainly on Worcester, this bamboo zither-like instrument would 
belong to the general group of percussion instruments. In this sense, it is different 
from the Manuvu and Talaandig bamboo zither, tokumbo. 

A resume of llongot musical instruments indicates that the following types 
may be found among these people: 

idiophones: 

gong, or gansa, of brass, but undifferentiated. 
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jew's harp, made of bamboo 

jew's harp, made of brass 

bamboo guitar, percussion type 

chordophones: 

bamboo zither, plucked type (William Jones, an American anthropolo
gist d«:scribed it as "picked with a stick") 

violin, made of bamboo (Landor'sgh/nogor). 

violin, made of bark and skin (Wilson's description). 

aerophone: 

nose flute, inferred. 

From the "English~llongot Word List" which Wilson appended to his work 
; l1947), co/odseng is entered as the name of the bamboo zither (the aJioss/n in 
Landor, 1904:472} and tit/it for the violin (ghinogor in Landor, /d.), PNM gives the 
name to/o/1 (Sp. No. 1147} for the flute, without further distinction. 

13.Mangyan 

The FMNH store room has six specimens (Nos. 130330-130335) of a kind of 
"bamboo flute" with a red thread holding .a small section of bamboo over the 
mouth piece, five wooden guitars (NQs. 130336-130340) and one jew's harp (No. 
130344), all collected by Fletcher Gardner. The collector thought that the wooden 
guitar is "an imitation of the Spanish instrument". It is unfortunate, however, that 
no native names were supplied for the different instruments in the book a:nd card 
cai:aiogues. 

The best work done among the Mangyan of Mindoro, especially among the 
Hanunoo, is by Conklin (1955), who summarized the inventory of musical instru
ments as consisting of fourteen items (5 idiophones, 4 chordophones and 5 aero
phones, but no membranophone}. For the purposes of this checklist, two more 
instruments, otherwise not included in the Conklin inventory were added. To date, 
a listing of Mangyan instruments are as follows: 

idiophones: 

kinobon, bamboo jew's harp, ranging from 4 w· to 9" long and 3/8" 
to 1/2" wide. 
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sublng, jew's harp, with tongue and weighted with a spot of beeswax 
for greater vibration. 

ka!Utang, two striking sticks used by hikers, one held firmly and is 
struck against the other which is held loosely. 

'agung, 2" deep and 12" across, obtained probably from Moro traders, 
according to Conklin. 

buray-dfpay, dried pods of the sword bean used as rattle. 

gurungguruna, spherical brass cascabels of probable Chinese orhdn worn 
around the waists of women or are tied in shoulder-slung betel 
baskets worn by either sex. 

barlmbaw, bamboo slit gong used for summoning relatives from distant 
settlements. 

chordophones: 

g/tglt, 3-stringed fiddle played with a tiny bamboo bow strung with 
human hair. 

kudyapl', 6-string guitar or g/tiira ranging from 15" to 30" in length. 

kudlung, bamboo zither or guitar, with two strings; also known as 
kabungbung. 

batiwtiw, buzzer with one String raised in the middle of the bamboo 
internode by a notched stick set at right angles to the axis of the 
instrument and set in vibration by a·bamboo plectrum. 

aerophones: 

ring flute, made of bamboo 

lantuy, nose flute, 5-stopped, the closed end of the bamboo tube is 
placed so that it blocks the passage of air coming from one nos
tril. 

lantuy, aspa/awta, as a mouth-blown transverse flute. 
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bangs/~ 3-stopped endblown flute also known as pawl//~ 

tongkup, bamboo whistle 

p/tu, bamboo whistle 

budyung, bugle made from bamboo internode for signaling and in case 
of emergency. 

Conklin classified the lontuy, functionally, into a nose and mouth flute, 
and he identified the borimbow as an idiophone and the sub/ng as another kind 
of jew's harp. His accounts sum up to eighteen musical and sound instruments. 
it is of some ethnological interest to note that the kolutong survives with the same 
name but with a different function and used for a different occasion among the 
Tagalog of Marinduque, an island east of Mindoro, a fact attested by Romualdez 
(1932:6, with illus.). 27 The PNM has specimens of the biiray-d{poy (Nos. 373-374), 
g/tglt (Nos. 445-450), kudyopi' (No. 379), and the flutes (6-holed. No. 375; 5-
holed, No. 477). 

14. Batak 

The FMNH has the following instrumental types collected by Cole: 

idiophones: 

Iamping, a woman's musical instrument, made of small belaneg tree 
strippr.d of its bark and suspended by rattan cords. Women beat 
time with short sticks called sobog, and men dance to the music. 
(Sp. No. 109830). 

o"oden,. jew•s·harp made of bamboo; bees wax added to regulate note; 
with carved end (3 Sps.: 109806-109808). 

membranophone: 

gimbal, drum made from hollowed out section of a small tree; pigskin 
head at one end, other end open; beaten with drumstick called 
sobog. {Sp: No. 1 09809). 

chordophone: 

kod/ong, a wooden guitar cut from a single piece of wood, bark re-
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moved; frets waxed; top is carved and is known as "head", end 
is "tail". (Sp. No. 109810, 144.8 cm.long). 

aerophone: 

lantoy, bamboo nose flute; one nostril stopped up, while the air from 
the other is forced into the end of the tube. Notes are produced 
by fingering the side openings. (Sp. No.1 09804). 

Venturillo (1908) recorded the kodlong (above, described as kodlape), 
which he said could have a length of six or more feet; confirmed the presence 
of the nose flute; and added the budlong (which may be a cognate of kodlong), a 
bamboo zither with two strings lifted from the bamboo body itself. Venturillo 
(1907) also confirmed the drum and the Iamping, although he gave another name 
for the latter, agun. ''The agun," he wrote, "is a piece of soft wood with the bark 
taken off. It is ten feet in length, more or less, and twenty-five or thirty centime
ters in circumference ... and hangs in any part of the house, being held by cords 
fastened at both ends. The instrument is played by a woman by means of pieces of 
wood shaped like drumsticks." Another instrument he recorded was the babandel, 
but he did not describe it. Warren {1961), however, identified the babandil as "a 
small (Indonesian) gong played by ... men" (page 123); and added the 'agong, as "a 
larger-sized Moro gong also played by .... men" and the sabagan, "a long tube of 
bamboo ... beaten with sticks by ... the women." (page 124). 

Summarizing the available data from the above sources, the following check
list of Batak musical instruments is presented as follows: 

idiophones: 

Iamping, dry small tree suspended by rattan cords and beaten with 
short sticks by women while men dance to the music. 

arroden, jew's harp made of bamboo. 

gong, small type called baband/1. 

gong, large type called 'agong. 

sabagan, a long tube of bamboo beaten with sticks by the women. 

membranophone: 

gimbal, drum with a skin head. 
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chordophones: 

kod/ope, wooden guitar (Tagalog kudyopi); also known by the name 
kodlong (a cognate of Central Mindanao kudlong, a similar 
instrument). 

budlong, bamboo zither. 

aerophone: 

lontoy, or nose flute. 

The PNM catalogue has three specimens of what is listed as fife (Sp. Nos. 1763-
1765), or flute, but these are not described. 

15. Tagbanwa 

Only two Tagbanwa musical instruments are represented in the FMNH 
collection: 

idiophone: 

bobondil, copper gong and wooden beater (Sp. No. 109900). 

membranophone: 

gimbal, a drum made from the hollowed out trunk of a tree; one end 
covered with hide, the other open; drumsticks of palma bravo 
are called sobog. 

The PNM has two flutes (Sp. Nos. 1575, 1599) and one bamboo zither (Sp. 
No. 1644) from this ethnic group; however, its catalogue does not describe these 
instruments. Landor (1904: 118-119), who had a traveller's penchant for observa
tion, wrote the following paragraphs ofTagbanwa musicology. 

The Tagbanoua as a musician is eccentric, to say the least - at any rate 
in his instruments, which, when purely typical of the race, are only wind instru
ments. Now, most musicians of other nationalities play wind instruments by 
applying them to the mouth. The Tagbanoua plays them with his nose! The lan
tui, a reed-flute of cdiia bujo, the most characteristic of Tagbanoua instruments, 
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has two holes, and one nosepiece at one end of the cane, at the joint of the 
caiia bujo. The /antui is presse·.l by the thumb against the left nostril. the right 
nostril being held tightly closed bythefirstfinger of the hand. TheTagbanouanose is 
so flattened at the base, and has such expanded nostrils, elongated at the side, 
that it is specially adapted for this purpose, and, really, when you come to take all 
things into consideration, you begin to wonder whether the Tagbanoua way is 
not, after an .. the right way to play a flute. 

Anyhow, whether right or wrong, the Tagbanoua musician can get on in 
this fashion some sweetly pathetic sounds - by far the most melodious sounds I 
have ever heard from anybody's nose - and he is even bold enough to attempt 
- with success, too - a trill, as well as elaborate variations upon doleful tribal 
airs. 

The tone of this nose-flute is soft and harmonious, and the music itself 
quite interestingly uneven and erratic, alternating from sad, lamenting, long-held 
notes to hysterical frenzies - the latter doing more credit to the blowing powers 
of the musician than to his genius. 

The sobing, a kind of jew•s harp, is also played by the Tagbanouas, but I 
believe they have borrowed this instrument from neighbors. The sobing is most 
ingeniously cut out of a strip of bamboo six or seven inches long and one-third of 
an inch wide; it is in three sections, and possesses a vibrating rod from one end 
over the mouth-piece - this instrument being, of course, applied to the lips. They 
can play some very nice plaintive tunes on this instrument, and it seems to be a 
favorite pastime for young men and women when in love. I have heard them 
"buzz" their airs of infatuation by the house - with very little vibration in the 
melodies. 

Other instruments can be seen in the hands of Tagbanouas, such as strings; 
but I do not believe this to be typical of the race, but c.opied. 
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Fox, in his doctoral dissertation (1954), increased our knowledge of Tagban
wa musical instruments. He wrote. 

A variety of musical instruments were formerly used during rituals and so
cial gatherings. Among these were the 'aruding or ·~ew's harp"; the nose flute, 
beberek; the mouth flute, tipanu; two different forms of bamboo zithers, the 
pa 'gang and ule tibuldu; a boat lute or kudlung which was similar to types found 
in Mindanao and the Celebes; the drum or gimbal, the head of which is made of 
the skin of the monitor lizard; and the tiring. The latter is composed of lengths 
of bamboo with openings of various sizes which produce different notes when 
struck with a stick. Two generic types of gongs have been and are still obtained 
from the Moros: the large, deep bodied gong called 'agung and the flat shallow 
babandil. The mouth flute is sometimes seen, and the drum and gongs are exten
sively used at present during rituals. The rest of the musical instruments have been 
supplanted by the Spanish guitar and the ukelele. The body of the latter is made 
from a half of a coconut shell and is sinlilar to a type found among Christian 
Filipinos throughout the Bisayan Islands. 28 

Though Venturillo did not pay much attention to musical instruments, 
his description of one class of drum is more precise and worth quoting: 

... The instruments consist of a certain number of babandiles, IJ(lbarangs, 
and one or two drums of wood, one end of which is coyered with monkey skin. 
This class of drum known as guimbal differs much from ours, its barrel being irre
gular in form and very long, at times measuring one vara and tke covered end 
being larger than the open one.29 
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Unfortunately, Venturillo did not say a word more aboutsabarang, though 
Warran recorded sabagan, a cognate, among the Batak as a "bamboo tube percus
sion musical instrument."30 

Francisco has described the pa'gang at great length and in more detail. He 
concludes his article stating that it "is an instrument of very secular function rather 
than religious.'·31 

So far as is known, the following inventory of Tagbanwa musical instruments 
can serve as a checklist for this group. 

idiophones: 

'agung, a type of large gong with a knob. 

bobondil, a smaller type of flat gong. 

tiring, a kind of bamboo zylophone. 

'aruding, or jew's harp, most likely of bamboo. 

sabarang, bamboo tube, beaten 

membranophone: 

gimbal, a long drum with a skin head. 

chordophones: 

pa'gang, bamboo zither 

tubuldu, another type of bamboo zither 

kudlung, a kind of boat lute 

aerophones: 

beberek, or nose flute 

tipanu, or mouth flute 

16. Bukidnon 

There is a fairly good assemblage of musical instruments gathered by Cole 
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from the people of Bukidnon. Cole also wrote a book about the Bukidnon people 
and their culture where he mentioned a curious idiophone which he called "dance 
instrument. . . a mat on which women beat time with their hands"; reproduced 
two specimens of two native violins and a bamboo guitar played by a woman;32 
and described the kutyop/ in more detail (pp. 121-122). He wrote: 

The most elaborate of Bukidnon instruments are the long "guitars", or 
boat lutes. These are usually carved to represent a mythical two-headed animal, 
a crocodile or a bird (f"Jg. 53). Such instruments are made of thin strips of wood. 
The tightening rods are of wood, and the frets are of beeswax with small guides 
set in each. The guitar has two strings, one of which is free; the other rests on the 
frets. When the strings are properly tuned the player plucks them with the f"mgers 
of the right hand while those of the left put proper pressure on the strings high on 
the neck. 

Consolidating the obtained information, the Bukidnon musical instruments 
can be classified as follows; 

idiophones: 

gong, a shallow copper gong of Chinese or Singapore make, sometimes 
used with the drums during dances (Sp. No. 128374). 

kofong-kolong, metal rattle with hole through the center; slipped over 
with the end of a spear and used in dancing; of native manufac
ture {Sp. No. 128141 ). 

kobing, or jew's harp made of bamboo; cut from a single piece of bam
boo; played by men and women (Sp. Nos. 128363-128368). 

mat, on which women beat time with their hands; identified by Cole 
as a dance instrument. 33 

membranophone: 

tambol or tambor, drum made from hollowed out tree with pigskin 
drumhead at each end (3 Sp. Nos. 128369, 128370 with two 
drumstricks of palma brava called bokita; and 128371, a small 
drum used by children as a plaything). 

chordophones; 

kutyapi, long wooden nusical instrument which is played like a banjo, 
with carved headpiece and tailpiece, frets held in place by wax; 
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one of two strings is on frets, pricked with a bamboo plectrum 
fastened to the forefinger of left hand (Sp Nos. 128350-128354). 

dioroy, or daylXiay; "a very primitive violin", with 7 specimens of two 
kinds: one with a sounding box of bamboo covered with a leaf, 
and the other with a sounding box of coconut shell covered with 
banana bark; bow made of bamboo and abaca called go/go/; 
played by fingering (Sp. Nos. 128355-12!S361 ). 

tangkol, bamboo zither, played with both hands by women (2 sps. 
128372-128373). 

aerophones; 

lnsi, bamboo mouth flute with a rattan mouthpiece which fits over the 
end, played by men and boys (Sp. No. 128338). 

po/ala, short bamboo mouth· flute, played by men .and boys (Sp-s. 
Nos. 128539-128543). 

bogayong, shell trumpet, generally used to call people to meeting place 
(Sp. No. 128362). 

17. Kulaman Manobo 

In view of the lack of printed literature on the Kulaman Manobo group in 
south central Mindanao, especially on their musical instruments, only the types in 
the FMNH collection are classified immediately: 

idiophone: 

edel, a woman's instrument consisting of a board which is suspended 
and beaten with two sticks (Sp. No. "129756). 

membranophone: 

gimbal, a small drum cut out of a tree trunk, sides covered with designs, 
both ends covered with deer-skin. "Said to have been secured 
from the Bagobos, but such drums are made and used by Mano
bos "-Cole. (Sp. No. 129699). 
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chordophone: 

so/oday, bamboo zither played by women (Sp. No. 129754 is 66.5 em. 
long with three strings on each side of the longitudinal sound· 
ing hole); another specimen with a sounding hole cut length
wise (Sp. No. 129755). 

aerophones: 

so/eli, bamboo mouth flute, played by men and women (Sp. No. 
129698). 

boyong, a shell trumpet used by fishermen while in their boats (Sp. No. 
129757). 

tombolong, a bamboo trumpet decorated with stuffed palm leaves; 
used at the festival which follows the return of the warriors, after 
a successful fight. After the festival, it is hung next to the roof of 
the house (Sp. No. 129758). 

18. Bilaan 

The FMNH Bilaan collection is small, consisting of the following instruments: 

idiophones: 

/udlng, bamboo jew's harp, with carrying case nicely incised and deco
rated (Sp. Nos. 129493, 129609-129612). 

gong, inferable. 34 

membranophone: 

tagonggong, a small drum made from a small tree hollowed o'Ut. Ends 
covered with deer skin which is held with rattan bands and wood· 
en plugs. Beaten with left hand and a small bamboo stick to fur
nish music for certain dances (Sp. No. 129532). 

chordophone: 

diwagay, a primitive violin the body of which is a coconut shell with 
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hemp leaf as sounding board. The neck is of bamboo, and string 
is hemp. The bow-bohol- is of bamboo with hemp thread. (Sp. 

No. 1295:i2 is 77.8 cm.long). 

to/all, bamboo flute (Sp. No.129614). 

The diwagoy is confirmed by Pfeiffer (1975: 142-143) who also adds the 
odol, a sonorant of hard wood which is beaten (illus. in App. I; A-27). The tagu
lang, boat lute (Sp. in U.P. Anthropology Museum; photo in Fifth National Art 
Festival brochure) should also be added to the inventory. 

19.Bagobo 

The Bagobo musical instruments collected by Cole for the FMNH consist of 
the following types: 

idiophones: 

agong, large copper gongs with raised center or knobs; suspended from 
rafters, they are beaten to furnish music for dances. Usually, 
there are five or more gongs of different sizes and tones and one 
or two operators play on them. Most of these gongs are of Chin
ese origin, according to Cole, but some are cast by the Moros. 
At present, these gongs are imported to the Islands by way of 
Singapore. (Sp. Nos. 129280, 129281). 

bell, small ones attached to belt of man or woman. (Sp. No. 129342 
is a bell tassell made of 16 na .·ve and 2 Chinese bells attached to 
such belt). 

membranophones: 

gimbar, a small drum made out of a section of a c;mall tree hollowed 
out; ends covP-red with pigskin These drums are played in uni
son with the gongs (Sp. No. 129282). 

chordophones: 

tawgaw, or bamboo 'ither; a woman's musical instrument. Narrow 
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strips are loosened from the sides of a bamboo tube and are 
raised taut by means of small wooden plugs. The instrument is 
fingered like a guitar. (Sp. Nos. 129291-129295). 

kodlong, a wooden guitar, narrow in shape, ends are carved, with 
rattan strings; a man's instrument (Sp. No. 129296}. 

aerophones: 

total/, a straight bamboo flute, the hole near the cr:d being covered by 
the lower lip, pressure on this and manipulation of the finger at 
the open end serve to produce the music. (Sp. Nos. 129284, 
129285). 

lantoy, short mouth flute made of bamboo, with four finger holes, 
2 above and 2 below (Sp. No. 129286). 

pa/andag, mouth flute of bamboo, a long instrument usually played by 
a man (Sp. Nos. 129287-129290). 

Benedict confirmed the presence and use of gongs. He also had a drawing of 
how these are hung (1916:147). Other illustrations supplied by Benedict are those 
of what she briefly described as "a small wind instrument of light bamboo that is 
blown from one end" (1916:163) and the pa/andag (also her orthography), "an
other kind of small flute, that is blown from the side (1916~163). While Benedict 
did not write about the smaller instruments, she gave a very adequate description 
of the gongs and gong playing which is reproduced here In toto: 

Ceremonial music is furnished by the beating of the agong -a large percus
sion instrument of bronze, resembling Joughly a deep inverted pan with a bottom 
t--urving slightly to the convex and having a big knob-like protuberance at the cen
tral point. Agongs are of Chinese manufacture and are imported into the islands 
from Singapore in considerable numbers. The wild tribes gllldly barter away their 
possessions for these instruments, one of which is worth, according to size, from 
twenty to thirty pesos. (Ed. Note. Theile priceB htn~e appreciated conliderably 
ever Iince.) A datu or a Bagobo of wealth may own as many as twelve, twentY, 
or even a larger number of agongs; if he is to hold a festival, and owns only 
two or three instruments, he borrows as many as he needs for the occasion. The 
agong is the standard unit of barter in trading valuable objects, and in calculating 
large debts and marriage dowries. 

The tool for striking is the tap-tap, a short wooden stick, of which the head 
end is coated with rubber to give the proper rebound, and covered with cloth, 
while the handle of many a ime tap-tap is often richly carved. Unlike the Moro, 
who keeps his agongs in a long frame with an individual socket for each instru
ment, at which frame he sits down to play, the Bagobo hangs his agongs by loops 
of rattan from a rod of bamboo and stands facing the convex sides of the instru
ments during his performance. With left thumb and index imger, he lightly 
grasps the central knob of the agong or holds with his left hand the suspending 
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strings of rattan, whiJe his right hand wields the tap-tap. At a ceremony, some ex· 
pert musician carries the melody and nandles in his performance all but a few of 
the instruments, while his assistants on the remaining agongs have but to accom
pany their leader by making their strokes exactly with his, at set intervals. For 
example, if there ~ eleven agongs, the head performer plays on eight of them. 
and perhaps three persons - a man, a woman and child - assist him. The leader 
must be a skilled artist whose training is begun in early boyhood, for they all 
say that years of practice are required to make a good agong player. But a man 
}Vho has a feeling for 'llusic and has received the necessary education plays with a 
wonderful ease, while at the same time he leaps from one agong to another and 
often executes the steps of some graceful dance in rhythm with his beat. Again, 
he will dance away from the agongs, tap-tap in hand, perform fancy steps, then 
dances back to his place and resumes the strokes:Without the slightest break in the 
measure of the music, and without a check to the even swing of his dance. 

When drums are present, a drum call opens each set performance, and the 
beating of the drums continues for a short space after the agongs cease playing. 

At every ceremony where there is general dancing, agongs furnish the mu
sic, but there are times when t'angonggo is given without dancing, unless it be the 
dance of the player: such occasions, to cite an instance, as the auspicious moment 
of bringing in the ceremonial bamboos, when the agong performance that imme
diately follows is manifestly a sacred rite. 35 
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Illustrated by Schadenberg (1885) are the kodlong, bells and bamboo zither 
which he called "guitarre", (page facing 8), the bamboo zither (page 11 0), the 
kodlong (Plate XXXb), the gong (Plate XXXa), the manufacture of bells (pages 
81, 82, Plate XXXIII) and how the same are attached to fighting and working 
knives (Plate XXXIII) and the carrying bag and basket (Plate XXXVI). Cole also 
reproduced the kod/ong, bells and bamboo zither in his work (1913). 

Although the FMNH does not have the jew's harp, Cole states that it is played 
by the men: "but the nose flute, so common in most parts of the Philippines, was 
not seen in use there."36 The Eth'hographischen Reichsmuseums at Leiden, 
Holland, has specimens of the kod/ong and agong, identified as "guitarre" ·and 
"saiteninstrument", respectively in Dutch.37 Small bell attachments on carrying 
bags are shown in Plates Ill and IV of Benedict's monograph (1916); and on the 
"little girls' pubic shield" (Cole, 1913:61). 

In addition, the "brass anklets worn by the women", illustrated on page 58 
of Cole's work are known to the author of this paper, to contain pellets which make 
the anklets ring and make them musical. Hence, these. too, can be _included in the 
inventory. Although Cole did not consider these anklets as musical instruments, 
he, however, described these accessories. He wrote, "Leglets and brass anklets, 
made like tubes so as to enclose metal balls (Fig. 3) or with bells and rattles at
tached, are commonly worn."38 Cole continued: "The women are fond of loading 
their :urns with ornaments of shell or brass (Fig. 4) and one forearm is covered with 
separate rings of incised brass wire which increase in size from the centre towards 
the ends, forming an ornament in the shape of an hour-glass.".39 While such rings 
are functionally ornamental, they are, at the same time, musical as the arms 
of the wearer are moved producing a clicking-clacking sound. Lastly, Cole ob-
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served: "At certain ceremonies small gongs, or the bolang-bolang, replace the 
agongs, .•. . , .. 40 the latter being defined by Cole as an "instrument made by plac
ing a small board on a rice mortar" and the instrument "is pounded or beaten with 
short sticks, or with the wooden pestles." 

The following checklist of Bagobo musical instruments includes those which 
are musical and non-musical items, the latter being grouped under percussion 
instruments. These borderline types may have their place and meaning in tracing 
the origin and development of certain musical instruments. 

idiophones: 

bolang-bolang, a small board set on a mortar and beaten with sticks or 
pestles. 

armlets, of shell 

armlets, of brass 

leglets, or anklets, made of brass 

gong, large type 

gong, small type 

gong set, large 

small bells, used as attachments 

jew's harp, made of bamboo 

membranophone: 

glmbar, a small drum of hollowed wood with ends covered with skin. 

chordophones: 

bamboo zither, fingered 

kodlong, wooden guitar with two strings 

aerophones: 

to/ali, a kind of flute, the type being undetermined; the tu/a/1 of Bene
dict. 
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lontoy, a mouth flute 

polandog, a lip-valley flute 

20.Mandaya 

The FMNH collection is represented by the following: 

idiophones: 

kobong, or jew's harp, made of bamboo (Sp. No. 130241 ). 

ogong, shallow copper gongs beaten with stiuk called bongongay to 
furnish music for dancers. (2 Sp. of Moro manufacture, according 
to Cole, Nos. 130113, 130114). 

tongkallng, small bells attached to belts, probably of Bagobo casting 
according to Cole (Sp. Nos. 129956-129997, 129965, 129999-
130000). 

chordophone: 

kodlong, small wooden lute, made of two pieces of hard wood, played 
mostly by men, sounding hole on back (Sp. No. 130115 being 
96.1 em. long). 

aerophone: 

towo/1, short bamboo flute (Sp. No. 130116). 

Cole (1913) did not actually discuss the musical instruments of the Mandaya 
people in his monograph, although he devoted pages 165-199 to other features of 
their culture and history. However, certain ornaments like the bracelets or armlets 
of shell or brass and anklets (page 169) which he described become, in the strict 
sense, musical instruments, thus increasing the types of idiophones used by this 
group. Hence, an inventory of Mandaya musical instruments would be as follows: 

idiophones: 

kobong, or jew's harp, of bamboo 
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armlets, or bracelets of shell. 

anklets, made of brass. 

agong, copper gongs. 

tongkaling, small bells, used as attachments or pendants. 

chordophone: 

kodlong, small wooden lute 

aerophone: 

towali, short bamboo flute 

21. Oivavaoan 

The only musical instrument from this group is the following: 

membranophone: 

drum, small type, beaten with the hand or with narrow rattan or bam
boo strips and used in dances. (Sp. Nos. 130239, 130240). 

22. Lanao Moro or Maranaw 

The only musical instrument from Lanao belongs to the string group, or: 

chordophone: 

kottapl, 2-stringed guitar, of wood, boat-form, with movable bridges; 
scroll design shallowly carved on both sides; similar to specimer. 
obtained from Bukidnon; specimen ~cquired from Datu Pagsara 
Umpar, Dansalan by Rev. David Hamm in 1956; and another 
collected by R.S. Porter (No. 38955). The first is 118 em. long, 
11.5 em. wide and 18 em. thick; the second, 187.3 em. long, 
115 em. wide and 18 em. thick. 
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Densmore (1906:630) saw a gong set in the St. Louis Exposition of 1904 
which she called a xylophone: 

I inspected the xylophone in the theater, which resembled those in the 
Samal Moro village, but contained nine gongs instead of eight and had the Wghest 
tones at the player's right instead of at his left hand. The gongs were more nearly 
true to pitch and to the pentatonic scale than the others, but the second of the 
scale was in the upper octave. This again may have been due to a scarcity of mate
rial from which to select the set These were the intervals of the Lanao Moro 
Instrument 

g a c e g a c d 

Densmore had the Samal Moro set illustrated in Fig. 20 {1906:627), eight 
gongs on a frame; and Kroeber {1928:220) reproduced a gong set of seven pieces on 
a frame, although this source did not specify the exact place of provenience. Ro
mualdez (1932:14) added the kubing, or jew's harp and B.A. Macaraya et al, 
Maranoo-English Dictionary {1952), 12 more to the few instruments already noted. 
This brings the inventory to 15 Maranao musical instruments: 

/diophones: 

agong, gong 

ku/lntang, a gong set 

a/otang, a small version of the preceding made of bamboo, brass, or other 
metal 

borodlawa, smaller version of the kulintang having eight gongs 

kubing, je.w's harp 

panda-opan, cymbals 

sariao, series of bells placed around the neck of horses 

singk/1, anklet 

tungkaling, small bell 

membranophones: 

debakan, drum with one head 

gandangan, double-headed drum 
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gand/ngon, large shallow drum 

tambor, drum (not fully described) 

aerophone: 

/nsf, flute (not fully described) 

chordophone: 

kut/api, two-stringed wooden lute 

23. Zamboanga Moro 

The FMNH collection of Zamboanga Moro musical instruments consists of: 

idiophones: 

co/Jntangan, a set of 8 gongs with varying diameters, the largest being 
8% inches and the smallest 7 inches (Sp. Nos. 38963-38970). 

gand/ngan, a large gong having 20 Y:z inches diameter (Sp. No. 38962); 
another specimen being 32 em. in diameter(No. 253034) and has 
a beater. 

chordophones: 

cotiapi, wooden lute (a broken specimen: No. 38955). 

violin, with bow, made of native wood (Sp. No. 34511). 

From Hurley (1936), a number of musical instruments from this area are 
described in his appendix: 

agong, a brass tom-tom, played by striking a protuberance with a padded and 
rounded stick. 

daop-daop, cymbals made of brass similar to those used in any band. 
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godang, wooden tom-tom, the most primitive of the Moro instruments be
ing formed of the trunk of a hollow tree in the manner of the brush 
tribes of Africa. 

gabang, piano made in two parts, one forming the sound-board and the other 
a keyboard; a perfect scale is formed by the bamboo keys. 

kulaying, jew's harp 

kulintangan, a row of brass tom-toms played in a scale. 

pulowta, bamboo flute, six-toned; end is played by blowing into it. 

soling, a bamboo flute, played by blowing from the side. 

biola, violin, almost identical to the one Americans are familiar with; the 
string of the bow is of horsehair and those of the instruments are of 
hemp or goat intestines. 

The gobong of Hurley is corrected by Romualdez asgobbang, not a piano but 
a xylophone; a specimen used in Sulu is illustrated (1932:13). Furthermore, Ro
mualdez added the sahumay, a bamboo flute with six holes for the fingers and one 
for the mouth (illus. on page 18). The PNM collection has two specimens of the 
gobbang from Sulu (Sp. Nos. 3046, 3047). 

Classifying the Zamboanga Moro instruments, the following are identified: 

idiophones: 

kulaying, or jew's harp 

gabbong, bamboo xylophone 

gadang, wooden tom-tom 

gandingan, a large type of gong 

kulintangon, a gong set (on a horizontal frame) 

daop-daop, cymbals of brass 

chordophones: 

kutlap~ a wooden lute 

biola, violin 
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aerophones: 

pulowta, bamboo flute {not fully identified as to type). 

soling, bamboo flute (not fully identified as to type). 

Observations and Notes 

The type of musical instruments which consist the FMNH collection may 
now be assessed, quantitatively, according to ethnolinguistic group. This has been 
done by listing the instruments which the museum actually ·possess and those 
which it does not have but are recorded in the available literature. 

ETHNOLINGUISTIC Number of Number of Attested 
Group Types Found Other Types Total of 

in the FMNH Identified Types 
Collection in Sources 

1. Negri to 1 11 12 
2. Apayaw 1 7 8 
3. Tinguian 15 2 17 
4. Balbalasang Tinguian 4 3 7 
5. Kalinga 5 6 11 
6. Bontok 1 6 7 
7. Bauko (Lepanto-Bontok) 1 6 7 
8. Sagada (Lepanto-Bontok) 1 12 13 
9. Amburayan {Bakun-Kayapa) 8 1 9 

10. lfugao 12 8 20 
11. Benguet lgorot or lbaloy 2 9 11 
12. llongot 3 5 8 
13. Mangyan (Hanunoo) 3 14 17 
14. Batak, Palawan 5 4 9 
15. Tagbanwa 2 9 11 
16. Bukidnon 10 1 11 
"17. Kulaman Manobo 6 0 6 
18. Bilaan 5 3 8 
19. Bagobo 8 7 15 
20. Mandaya 5 3 8 
21. Divavaoan 1 0 1 
22. Lanao Moro or Maranaw 1 14 15 
23. Zamboanga Moro 4 6 10 
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These figures do not really represent other types which number 98 and which 
include some duplications. It is premature to state what percentage of the totality 
of Philippine musical instruments is found in the FMNH since the printed litera
ture is meagre and inadequate. However, it is obvious that the collection possesses 
possibly one-half of the instrumental types known in the literature consulted. On 
the other hand, if more field work were attempted, this estimate will diminish in 
the future. 

A run-down of the types of musical instruments uncovered in this paper 
is very revealing, even in a preliminary way. There are 52 types of idiophones, 
namely: rattle of pod with seeds (unprocessed), musical stone, sounding long bam
boo slit drum (barimbaw), sounding tree Jog, mortar and pestle, sounding board on 
mortar, sounding sticks, suspended hard stick beaten by another stick, sounding 
sticks (used in kanyaw dances), sounding sticks used during illness ordeaih ceremo-
ny, bamboo clapper used during dances, bamboo clapper used at death, bamboo 
clapper used during harvest feast, percussion mat, patongguk, bunkaka, tong11-
tong, bamboo zylophone, jew's harp of bamboo, jew's harp of brass, jew's harp of 
brass and bamboo, jew's harp with tongue weighted (Hanunoo), small flat gong, 
large flat gong, lfugao gong A, lfugao gong B, lfugao gong C, lfugao female gong, 
lfugao male gong, lbaloy gong A, lbaloy gong B, small gong with knob, large gong 
with knob, ku/Jntangan (small gong set), alotang (small version of Kulintangan), 
borodlana (still another version of kulintangan), large gong set, small bell of metal, 
soriao (series of bells placed around the neck of horses), bamboo zither with 2 
strings (beaten), bamboo zither with several strings (beaten and plucked), halved 
bamboo zither (beaten), wooden drum with no skin head, rattle of metal, armlet 
of shell, armlet of brass, singkil (anklet), leglet of brass, and cymbals of brass. 

Of the membranophones, the following 16 types, one group of which could 
not be identified properly, are distinguishable: small drum with one skin head, 
small drum with two skin heads, long drum (one skin head, cartridge type), long 
drum (with one skin head and bulged in the middle), medium drum (lfugao flpit 
type), medium drum (truncated), long drum (high-toned), long drum gandanqan 
(double headed drum), tebeb drum, gandingan (large shallow drum), tambor {?), 
drum of bamboo, powder can drum, cylindrical drum and a group of unidentified 
types. 

The chordophones or string instruments identified are 14 types, including 
two which are obviously Spanish type derivatives: "boy's museek", bamboo bow 
with resonator, kambatong, bamboo zither plucked, bamboo violin of one string, 
violin of back and skin, gitgit (Hanunoo), batiwtiw, kudyap/ (boat lute), bamboo 
provided with strings, bamboo zither with 2 strings primitive violin with one string, 
Spanish type of guitar and Spanish type of violin. 

The aerophones or wind instruments are represented by 14 instruments: 
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leaf whistle, rice stalk whistle, bamboo whistle (Mangyan A), bamboo whistle 
(Mangyan B), bamboo trumpet, shell trumpet, bull roarer, whistling top, mouth 
flute, transverse flute (lfugao A), transverse flute (lfugao B), nose flute, lip-valley 
flute, ring flute, panpipes and unidentified group of flutes. 

Some comments on classification are appropriate. It is evident that, in some 
instances, the bases of classification in certain cultures differ from those used in 
others; hence, to generalize on these bases will be difficult and may introduce con
fusion. For example, in lfugao alone, two bases of grouping gongs is used: one on 
"sex" and the other on the quality of the sound. The sources do not clarify the 
bases of the distinction; besides, it is not known whether the two bases can be 
combined to identify other types of gongs. For example, it is not certain whether 
there is a male and female binuh/ot gong (a first class gong) and so on. This confu
sion in classification may also be attributed to the grouping of drums. 

In other instances, the function of the instrument for certain occasions ap
pears to be a factor in determining the type: for example, a clapper used in dancing 
has a different specific name from a clapper used during singing at death and so 
on. It is obvious that what was done in this paper was to be all inclusive. Whatever 
faults this procedure may have can, of course, be remedied in the future by field 
work. In other cases, the basis of classification is the material; so the jew's harp 
made of bamboo is differentiated from those made of brass. 

From the point of view of ethnolinguistic distribution, the jew's harp 
made of bamboo is the most widely spread (being found among 16 groups), then 
comes the nose flute (used by 13 groups), followed by the small flat gong (11 
groups), bamboo zither (11 groups), mouth flute (9 groups), the small gong with 
knob (8 groups) and the boat lute or kudyapi (1 groups). The rest have small 
distribution as can be checked in the table. 

Among the percussions, perhaps, the most primitive are the musical stone, 
sounding sticks and the sounding bamboo tube or log. 

On gongs, in general, the flat types belong to northern Luzon and the gongs 
with knobs are found in central and southern Philippines. Although there is some 
positive evidence that gongs entered lfugao land from the outside, the matter of 
local native manufacture is a problem worth going into. 

In the membranophone group, the checklist has also revealed that the 
types of drums could be complicated. The matter, for instance, of male and female 
drum is obscure in the literature; and so also the classification of gongs according 
to the quality of the sound or tone. 
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In the large group of chordophones, Densmore was of the opinion that the 
most primitive string instrument was one she called "boy's museek", which is most 
likely related to the kambatong found among the lbaloy people. 

From the literature, there is some hazy indication that some instruments 
are used only during certain occasions, and that these are related to the perform
ance of religious rites or magical activities. The lfugao //pit or /ibblt is, for exam
ple, described as a ceremonial drum. How and why the instrument is used on a 
particular occasion is not known. This is an aspect of Philippine musical heritage 
where Filipinists can shed more light. Field workers should focus their at.tention 
on these aspects of ethnic practice while the tradition are still fairly strong. 

While this work is preliminary in nature, it has resulted in a working check
list of Philippine musical instruments, using the FMNH collection as a basis. The 
search into printed sources has yielded more than 100% the number of types found 
in that collection. 

Most sources were found inadequate in the description, in the supply of 
names and in the manner of playing the instruments. Moreso, photographs were 
few. Deficiencies such as. these could be remedied or ·improved by field work. If 
this could be done, a more accurate checklist and classification system could be 
prepared and such other relevant data as the manufacture of the instruments ob~ 
tained, the age range and sex of the players, the occasion and function for playing, 
the relation of leisure time to musical performance and so on could also be supplied. 
Such other matters as which instruments are played in ensemble, which ones are 
used to accompany vocal or dance performance and so on could also be researched 
into. 

In other words, the socio-cultural context of instrumental and vocal music 
as the latter is related to the former could become a really fascinating field for hu
manistic inquiry. Other technical aspects of the study might also be undertaken by 
more qualified students such as the matter of tuning technique, the tones or tonal 
range of each instrument, the transmission of musical knowledge and the learning 
process, ensemble playing and so on. 

When a great deal of these data have been gathered, Filipinists and prehis
torians might go into comparative studies, into the ethnogeographic distribution of 
the instruments in insular and mainland Southeast Asia, Oceania and other parts 
and thus, tackle diffusional problems, among others and, ultimately, go into the 
intriguing theoretical consideration of origins. 
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GLOSSARY 

AB-A'-FU", Bon., jew's harp made of bamboo and brass. 
ABIW, Sag., a bamboo noise-maker for scaring rice-birds away. 
AGIWENG, Ting., jew's harp of bamboo and brass. 
AGONG, Btk., Mar., gong. 
AGUNG, Han., gong. 
AKPIO, If., jew's harp of brass. 
ALOT ANG, Mar., a small type of kullntangan. 
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ANKLET, Bag., Man., hollow brass provided with pellets (no vernacular name in 
the literature). 

ARMLET, Bag., Man., bracelet of shell or brass (no vernacular name given in the 
literature). 

ARRODEN, Btk., jew's harp of bamboo; var. ARUDING. 
ARUDING, Btk., Tgb., jew's harp; var. ARRODEN. 
A WIDEN, Sag., jew's harp. 

BABANDEL, Btk., var. of BABANDIL. 
BABANDIL, Btk., Tgb., a small gong. 
BALliNG, Apa., var. of BALINGING. 
BALING, Apa., var. of BALING lNG. 
BALINGBING, Ting., Kal., another name for BUNKAKA; bamboo buzzer fMaceda 

1972). 
BALINGING, Apa., nose flute. 
BANGIBANG, If., striking sticks made of hard wood, used in ceremonies for the 

cure of the sick or during death ceremonies. 
BANGS!, Neg., "long reed mouth flute". 

.. I 
BANGSI',Han., 3-stopped endblown flute; also known as PAWILI. 
BANHI, Neg., var. of BANGSI. 
BANSI, Neg. var. of BANGS I. 
BANSIC, Neg. var. of BANGS I. 
BANSIK, Neg. var. of BANGSI. 
BARIMBAW, Han., bamboo slit gong. 
BARIMBO, Neg., jew's harp of bamboo. 
EATIT, Ting., drumstick. 
BA Tl WTIW, Han., buzzer with a string. 
BAWWEEK, Amb., whistling top; var. BAW-WEET. 
BAW-WEET, Amb., var. of BAWWEEK. 
BAWENGWENG, Sag., bull roarer. 
BE BEREK, Tgb., nose flute. 
BELBEL, Ting., syn. for BUNKAKA. 
BELL, Bag., Man., small attachments on carrying bags, etc.; vernacular name not 

given in the literature. 
BILBIL, Ting., syn. for BUNKAKA. 
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BINUHLOT, If., first class gong, so regarded because of the quality of its sound. 
BIOLA, Zamb., violin. 
BOGA YONG, Buk., shell trumpet. 
BOHOL, Bil., bow used in playing of the DIWAGAY made of bamboo with hemp 

string. 
BOLANG-BOLANG, Bag., a small board placed on a rice mortar and beaten with 

sticks. 
BOLl NSI, Sag., a kind of gong. 
BORODIAWA, Mar., a small type of Kulintang having 8 gongs. 
BOYONG, Kul., shell trumpet. 
"f>OY'S MUSEEK", lb., one-striog instrument over a hole dug in the ground. 
BUDLONG, Btk., bamboo guitar with two strings. 
BUDYUNG, Han., bamboo bugle. 
BULUNG-UDYONG, Neg., flute. 
BUNKAKA, Ting., Bal. Ting., a woman's instrument made of bamboo, partly cut 

away at one end leaving two sections on opposite §ides, held in the right hand 
and struck against palm of the left; note is changed by fingering hole near 
hand hold. 

BURAY-DTPAY, Han., pod rattler. 

COLINTANGAN, Zamb., Man., var. KULINTANGAN. 
COONGAN, Bon., var. KOONGAN. 
COTIAPI, Zamb., var. KUTIAPI. 
CULALING, Ting., var. KULALING. 
CULASSIN, II., var. KULASSIN. 
CULIABAO, II., var. KULIBAW. 
CULIBEBBEB, Amb., var. KULIBEBBEB. 

DAOP DAOP, Zamb., cymbals. 
DAYODAY, Buk., var. DiORAY. 
DEBAKAN, Mar., drum with one head. 
DEW-AS, Sag., panpipes consisting of five tubes. 
DEWDEW-AS, Ting., panpipes. 
DiORAY, Buk., "A very primitive violin". 
DIUDIUAS, Kal., panpipes; var. DEWDEW-AS, Ting. 
DIWAGAY, Bil., a primitive violin. 
DIW-AS, Bau., panpipes of five tubes; mouth organ; var. DEWDEW-AS. 
DULILI, Amb., nose flute. 

EDEL, Kul., a suspended board beaten with sticks. 

FAGULANG, Bil., boat lute. 

GABANG, Zamb., var. GABBANG. 
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GABBANG, lamb., bamboo xylophone; sometimes described as a piano consisting 
of bamboo pieces . 

. GADANG, lamb., a wooden tom-tom. 
GALAMAT, If., low class-of gongs. 
GALONG, Ting., a small metal bell held in the hand while woman is dancing. 
GANDANGAN, Mar., double headed drum. 
GANDINGAN, lamb., a large gong; Mar., large shallow drum. 
GANSA, Apa., ling., lb., gong. 
GANGSA, Apa., Ting., lb., gong; var. GANSA. 
GANlA, hispanized form of GANGSA. 
GENGGENG, Sag., musical stone. 
GIMBAL, Btk., Tgb., Kul., small drum. 
GIMBAR, Bag., small drum. 
GINOGOR, II., a kind of bamboo violin (Landor). 
GHINOGOR, II., var. of GINOGOR. 
GITGIT, Han., 3-stringed fiddle. 
GOLGOL, Buk., bow used in playing the DTORA Y. 
GURUNGGURUNG, Han., spherical brass cascabels. 

HAKLIK, If., bamboo clapper used in dancing. 

INS I, Buk., bamboo mouth flute; Mar., flute (not fully described). 

KABUNGBUNG, Neg., bamboo guitar. 
KADING, lb., jew's harp. 
KALALENG, ling., Bal. Ting., Bon., Sag., nose flute; syn. KIPANO; Bal. Ting. 

type has three finger 'holes on one side and one hole on the other side. 
KALALLENG, Bau., nose flute; var. KALALENG. 
KALALENG, Bon., nose flute. 
KALO, If., middle class gong. 
KA'-LOS, Bon., one class of gongs which has a high tone; cf. KOONGAN. 
KALSA, lb., gong of higher sound than PINSAK. 
KALSHANG, lb., bamboo guitar. 
KALOTANG, Han., 2 striking sticks used by hikers. 
KAM BA TONG, lb., one-string instrument and plucked. 
KAPINAW, Ting., var. of KIPANO, nose flute. 
KIMBAL, lb., long drum with a lower note than SULIBAW. 
KINABAN, Han., jew's harp. 
KIPANO, Ting., another name for nose flute; see KALALENG. 
KIT ARA, Bil., a four-string plucked lute. 
KOBING, Buk., jew's harp. 
KOBONG, Man., jew's harp of bamboo. 
KODIAPE, Btk., var. of KUDY API'. 
KODLONG, Btk., Bag., Man., wooden guitar. 
KOLADSENG, II., bamboo guitar; perhaps the CULLASSIN of Landor. 
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KOLAS, lb., two pieces of iron struck together. 
KOLIBAU, Ting., jew's harp of bamboo. 
KOLISTENG, Sag., bamboo lyre. 
KOLITONG,Kal., bamboo zither with five to nine strings. 
KOLONG-KOLONG, Buk., metal rattle. 
KOONGAN, Bon., a class of gong "frequently larger than the other, seems to be 

always of thicker metal, and has a more bell-like and usually higher-pitched 
tone" (Jenks). 

KOTI API, Mar., 2-stringed guitar of wood. 
KUBING, Mar., jew's harp. 
KUDING, lb., var. of KADING. 
KUDLUNG, Han., bamboo guitar or zither. 
KUDLUNG, Tgb., boat lute (similar to types found in Mindanao and Celebes). 
KUDY API', Han., 6-.stringed guitar 15" to 30" in length. 
KULALING, Ting., var. of KALALENG. 
KULASSIN, II., cylindrical bamboo harp (Landor). 
KULAYING, Zamb., jew's harp. 
KULIBAW, II., jew's harp. 
KU Ll BEBBEB, Am b., long cartridge type of drum, made of hard wood or powder 

can. 
KULIBET, Kal., bamboo guitar. 
KULINTANGAN, Bag., Mar., Zamb., a gong set or ensemble. 
KULITENG, Ting., bamboo guitar with two strings, beaten with two sticks; Bal. 

Ting., bamboo guitar with five strings. 
KULIT-TONG, Ting., bamboo guitar; var. KURITENG. 
KURITENG, Ting., bamboo guitar. 
KUTIAPI, Mar., two-stringed wooden guitar. 
KUTY API', Buk., long wooden musical instrument (with strings). 

LAMPING, Btk., sounding log. 
LANTOY, Btk., Bag., nose flute. 
LANTUI, Tgb., nose flute; var. LANTUY. 
LANTUY, Han., nose flute of bamboo; also, as a mouth-blown transverse flute, 

which is called PALAWTA. 
LEGLET, Bag., anklet made of brass; vernacular name not given in the literature. 
LIBAU, Ting., var. of KOLIBAU, jew's harp of bamboo. 
UBBIT, If., var. of LI-PIT, which see below. 
LI·PIT, If., long wooden inverted truncated drum. 
J,..UDAG, Apa., a long wooden drum with a skin head. 
LUDING, Bil., bamboo jew's harp. 

MAT, PERCUSSION, Buk., beaten with hands (Cole); no vernacular name given. 
MORTAR AND PESTLE, If., used in mortar-pestle play while pounding rice; no 

vernacular name given in the literature. 

MUNTIKKUK, If., mortar-rim- or mortar-side-play with the pestle while pounding 
rice. 
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NAB I L. Ting., bamboo violin. 

ODOL, Bil., a sonorant plank of hard wood which is beaten by sticks. 
ORIBAO, Apa., see URIBAW. 
ORIBAU, Apa., see URIBAW. 

PABILBIL, Ting., bull roarer. 
PA'GANG, Tgb., bamboo guitar or zither. 
PAKANG, lb., a bamboo sounding piece. 
PAKKANG, lb., the PAKANG of Densmore; the BUNKAKA of Romualdez. 
PAKKUK, If., pestle-play while pounding rice. 
PAKTONG, If., striking sticks, used in kanyaw dances. 
PALALENG, Ting., mouth flute. 
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PALANDAG, Bag., a long mouth flute more technically classified as lip-valley flute. 
PALAS, lb., two iron pieces struck one against the other. 
PALAWTA, Han., a mouth-blown transverse flute. 
PALAY, Neg., flat brass gong, ceremonial in use. 
PALDONG, Ting., mouth flute;var. PALALENG. 
PALl PAL, If., bamboo clapper used during harvest feast. 
PANDA-OPAN, Mar., cymbals. 
PANTIG, If., bamboo guitar. 
PAS-lNG, Apa., two-stringed instrument either plucked or beaten. 
PATANGGOK, Kal., like the Ting. PATANGOP; var. PATANGGUK (Maceda, 

1972), 6 half-tubes. 
PATANGOP, Ting., a bamboo section with a tapering end held in one hand and 

struck against the wrist. 
PATANGGUK, Kal., "6 half-tubes" (Maceda,1972). 
PATATAG, Kal., six xylophone blades (Maceda,1972). 
PATTING, If., semi-tubular bamboo with two strings which are struck with a stick. 
-' PAWl Ll, Han., 3-stopped endblown flute; also known as BANGS I'. 

PEWPEW, Amb., bamboo percussion similar to BUNKAKA, which see. 
PINGSAN, Sag., small gong. 
PINSAK, lb., gong of lower sound than KALSA. 
PITOG, lb., wooden stick for beating a gong. 
PIT -ONG, If., jew's harp of bamboo. 
PITU, Han., bamboo whistle. 
POLALA, Buk., short bamboo mouth flute. 
PULAWTA, Zamb., bamboo flute. 

SABAG, Btk., stick for beating on a log or drum; drumstick. 
SABAGAN, Btk., a long bamboo tube beaten whh sticks. 
SABARANG, Tgb., bamboo tube beaten; see SABAGAN, Btk., above. 
SAGGEYPO, Kal., panpipes of six tubes. 
SAHUMAY, Zamb., bamboo flute. 
SALELI, Kul., bamboo mouth flute. 
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SALIBAW, Sag., var. of SULIBAW. 
SALODAY, Kul., bamboo guitar. 
SANGAL, If., bamboo clapper used to accompany singing at death ceremonies. 
SARIAO, Mar., series of bells placed around the neck of horses. 
SINGKIL, Mar., anklet 
SOBING, Tgb., see SUBING. 
SOLIBAO, Bon. see SULIBAW. 
SOLIBAW, Bau., see SULIBAW. 
SOLING, Zamb., bamboo flute. 
SONOB, Sag., large gong. 
SUBING, Tgb., jew's harp; Han., tongue weighted with a spot of beeswax for great-

er vibration. 
SULIBAO, Amb., lb.; see SULIBAW. 
SULIBAU, lb., see SULIBAW. 
SULIBAW, Amb., lb., long drum with a higher sound than KIMBAL. 

TABUNGBUNG, Neg., bamboo zither with two strings. 
TADAENG, If., bamboo guitar with two strings. 
TAGONGGONG, Bil., small drum. 
T A-IT A, If., bamboo clapper used as an accompaniment when singing at death 

ceremonies. 
TAKUMBO, Mv., Tala., a two-string instrument beaten with sticks while the proxi

mal end is thrust against the belly of the player. 
TALADI, lb., a kind of flute; the performer moves his fingers over the holes while 

blowing in the end. 
TAU BUNG, Neg., a meter-long bamboo drum with a skin head, used ceremonially. 
TAMBOL, Buk., drum;var. TAMBOR. 
T AMBOLANG, Kul., bamboo trumpet. 
TAMBOR, Ting., Bau., Buk., Mar., (not fully described), a long drum made of 

wood, with skin head. 
TANGHUP, Han., bamboo whistle. 
TANGKUL, Buk., bamboo guitar. 
T'ANGONGGO, Bag., a performance on the gongs. 
T APT AP, Bag., a short piece of wood or stick used for striking the gong. 
TAWGAW, Bag., bamboo guitar which is plucked. 
TEBEB, Bau., drum (not described fully). 
TIBULDU, Tgb., bamboo zither. 
TIKKUK, If., var. of MUNTIKUK. 
TIPANU, Tgb., mouth flute. 
Tl RING, Tgb., different lengths of bamboo with openings of various sizes which 

produce different notes when struck with a stick. 
TILIT,II., bamboo violin; the GHINOGOR of Landor. 
TOLALI, II., Bil., Bag., bamboo flute. 
TOLLOC, Am b., two striking sticks played during ceremonies. 
TONGALI, Kal., If., nose flute; Bau., mouth flute; Sag., a flute made of rice stalk, 

a leaf for whistling. 
TONG-A-TONG, Ting., a ceremonial musical instrument, consisting of six bam-
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boo tubes of different lengths, open at one end; three players hold the tubes 
with their hands and strike the closed end on a flat stone. 

TONGKALING, Man., small bells attached to belts, etc. 
TOWALI, Man., a short bamboo flute. 
TRUMPET, BAMBOO, Kal., no vernacular name recorded in the literature. 
TULALI, Ting., Bal. Ting., Bag., bamboo mouth flute; Bal. Ting., 3 finger holes one 

side and a fourth on opposite side. 

ULIBIAO, Kal., jew's harp; see KOLIBAU, Ting. 
UNGI-YUNG, If., flute with tip of carabao horn; mouth and two finger holes. 
UNG-NGAY -YONG, If., flute with 3 finger holes. 
UNGUING, If., flute. 
UPPIYUP, If., flute with 3 holes (with plugged blowing end?}. 
URIBAW, Apa., jew's harp. 

VIOLIN, BAMBOO, Kal., no vernacular name recorded. 

XYLOPHONE, Mar., of 9 gongs (Densmore}; this is the KULINTANGAN, which 
see. 

FOOTNOTES 

1 This paper is a revision of a report originally entitled "The Collection of Philippine 
Musical Instruments in the Chicago Natural History Museum" and submitted in fulllllment of a 
requirement in Anthro. 499 (Research in Museology), Dept. of Anthropology, University of 
Chicago under Dr. Rowland W. Force, then cwator for Oceanic Ethnology in that museum. 

2Reprinted in Zoilo M. Galang (ed.): Encyclopaedia of the Phr1ippines, v. 44 (1935), 
86-128, and in another edition, v. 7 (1953), 64-98; and in General Education Journal, no. 18 
(2nd sem. 1969-70), 328-352, minus the illustrations. 

3Hanunoo Music from the Philippines: Cultural Background (New York: Ethnic Folk
ways Library, 1955). 

4 The article was written by Stella Paluskas and appeared in vol 3 (1956), 1147-1157. 

!I Though this collection would perhaps remain unduplicated, the collection in the Philip
pine Women's University, Manila, started in 1947, and in the College of Music, University of 
Philippines, Quezon City, the latter under the direction of Dr. Jose Maceda, would now be lead
ing in variety and types, though the latter was begun onlY in March 1964 (see his "A Report on 
the Collection of Philippine Musical Instruments," U.P. Research Digest, v. 3, no. 4, October, 
1964). Unfortunately, no catalogues of either collection has been made and so it was by
passed in this preliminary inventory. 

6Identified by Dr. Fred Eggan, Director of the Philippine Studies Program, University of 
Chicago, as coming from Bataan in an interview in his office on January 8. 1962. 

7"The Music of the Filipinos," American Anthropologist, v. 8, no. 4 (Oct.- Dec. 1906), 
61Hi32. 

8/d. 
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9 Fox,loc. cit., 378. 
10 Romualdez, op. cit., p. 23. 

11/d, p. 22. 
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12This type is also known simply as lip flute or notched flute ''in which the breath is 
directed against a U- or V-shaped notch cut in the upper rim of the instrument" in the phrasing 
of K.P. Wachsmann in his article ''The Primitive Musical Instruments" in Anthony Baines (ed.): 
MuBiCtZI lnatrumenta Through the Agea (Penguin, 1961), p. 49. 

13It is rather unusual that Romualdez did not give the name of the Apayaw bamboo bow 
but instead the Tayabas Negrito name for a similar instrument, most likely from his own field 
notes, but once more without giving the place or area. 

14See his "Kankanay Ceremonies." Univ. of Califomia PubliCtZtiona in American Archaeo
logy and Ethnology, v .. 15, no. 4 (Oct. 1920), 344-345. 

15From his "The Non-Christian Tribes of Northern Luzon," Philippine Joumal of Science, 
v. 1, no. 8 (Oct. 1906), p. 832. 

16see E.A. Manuel: ·'The Wake and Last Rites over H. Otley Beyer," Philippine Studies, 
v. 23 (1975), p. 129. 

17/d., p. 153. 

18"Nabaloi Law and Ritual," Univ. of Callfomia PubliCtZtlons In Amerlctln Archaeok!gy 
and Ethnology, v. 15, DO. 3 (Oct. 28, 1920), 231-232. 

19 ''The Nabaloi Dialect," EthnologiCtZI Survey PubUCtZtions, v. 2, pts. II and Ill (1905), 
150. 

20"The Music of the Filipinos," Americlm Anthropologist, v. 8, no. 4 (Oct.-Dec. 1906). 
21•'The Non-Christian Tribes of Northern Luzon," Philippine Joumal of Science, v. 1, 

no. 8 (Oct. 1906). 

22m C.R. Mosa and A.L. Kroeber: "Nabaloi Songs," Univ. of Califomia Publications in 
Amerlctm Archaeologj and Ethnology, v. 15, no. 2 (May 10, 1919), 195-206. 

23"The Music of the Filipinos." loc. cit. 

24Cattlloga de 1lz Exposicion de las Irltl1 Fillpina1 Cekbnzda en MtJdrid (1887), p. 636. 
Later examined by Garcia Mat.os and Schneider (1951: 17-18) who identified t1uee types of 
sulibaw: (a) "tambor tubular sonico" (3 sps.): (b) ~'tambor conoco en forma de copa" (lsp.); 
and (c) ''tambor cllindrico" (1sp.}. As the specimen baw no Specific prownance, the last two 
types appear not to be lbaloy. Besides, the Ibaloy 8Uiibaw and kimbtzl are · over a meter long 
normally and types (b) and (c) are onJy 31 em. and 25.8 em. hfsh, respectiwly. The 3 ,speci
men photographed in the Fifth Natio,., Art Fe&tiNI (1970) Brochliie have louger prepuces 
than the 2 in Schurer's wort, all of wtdch can be Iegarded as typical and authentic lbaloy 
aulibaw and klmbal. 

25Jose Ma. Ruiz (ed.): Pobladols AbotW-., RtlZilB Exiatentf!B y·Sul Yariedlldea, fl.eli
glon. u .. y Cunum1Jre1 tie Ia Habi,__ de Fillpllla (Manila: 1887), 134. 

26Listed as pacong. id. 

27Seen by tle writer in 1957 and 1958 being struck together during Lent, especially 
in counec:tion with the Moriones fesdval. 

28Religion md Society. f11110n16 the TagbaMZ oj Palllwan Irltlnd, PhiUppinea Ph. D. diss., 
Univ. ofChicago,l954), pp. 6()-61. 

29"Manners and Customs of the Tagbanuas and other Tribes of Palawan," Smithaonilm 
Institution MiBcellttneou& CoDectloll, v. 48 (1907), p. 525. 

30 A V ocabuJary of the Batak of Palawan (Ph;llppine Studiea Program, Univ. of C7aiCtZgo, 
1959). p. 38; aee alBO under Bclllll, mute. _ 

31.~ Note on the Pa'gang: ll T~~glNmMZ Bamboo Muaialllnltrument," Asian Studies, P. 5, 
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'· 1 (April, 1967), p. 38. 

32 c111e Bukidnon.o[Mindtnuw.(Cbicago: Natural History Museum,1956), p. 121. 

~3No specimen of this.percussiou mat is registered in the catalogues ofFMNH, nor in its 
PhilipPine collection. 

34cote mentioned agong~ 1913: 145-146) as medium of payment, but otherwise does not 
describe Bilaan musical instruments; although he briefly alluded to their music and dancing 
(1913:144). 

35"A Study of Bagobo Ceremonial Magic and Myth," AnnalB of the New York Academy 
of Science, v. 25 (1916), 83-85. 

36The Wild TribesofDavaoDistrict,MindtlllllO (Chicago, FMNH, 1913), 110-111. 
31 Katalog des Ethnographischen Reinchmuseums: Philippinen, v. 22 (Leinden: E.J. 

Brlll, 1928), Tafel XII. 

38Cole, 1913:58. 

39(d., 58-59. 

40/d., 110. 
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